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Abstract

In this thesis we examine the effectiveness of using a simple adiabatic method for

predicting vibronic transitions in X, systems such as metal cluster trimers. The theoretical

background of these systems which are subject to a dynamic Jahn-Teller effect and the

experimental methods used to obtain the spectroscopic information of these systems are

reviewed. Coordinate systems and model Hamiltonians used in this freld are also

discussed. A key feature exhibited by these X, clusters is that within a Born-Oppenheimer

picture, the potential curves of pairs of electronic states of the same symmetry cross.

Because of the significant coupling between the electronic and nuclear motions which

results, one can question whether simple adiabatic variational calculations will be accurate

enough to be useful. The goal of this thesis is to answer this question quantitatively. We

have found if proper boundary conditions are taken into account the results are

surprisingly accurate when compared to exact non-adiabatic energies computed for model

linear and quadratic Jahn-Teller Hamiltonians. This agreement is also seen when compared

with the experimental results for the ground state vibronic spectra of Li, and Cu, To

improve our adiabatic approach further a first order perturbation treatment which takes

into account non-adiabatic effects is also developed.
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Chapter I Review

1.0 lntroduction

One of the most fundamental procedures used in quantum chemistry is the adiabatic Born-

Oppenheimer approximation [1] where due to the difference in velocity, the movements of

the electrons and nuclei can be treated separately. This approximation usually provides

excellent results for the closed shell ground state which is energetically well separated

from other electronic states. However, for open shell systems and excited states where

many states can lie within a small range of energy, corrections have to be made in order to

get reasonable results. These corrections are due to the failure of the adiabatic

approximation and are called non-adiabatic effects. They are important in non-radiative

decay l2], in collision processes [3] and unimolecular reactions [4]. Their effects can be

seen in the infrared [5], vacuum ultraviolet [6], visual 171 and photoelectron

spectroscopies, as for example of ethylene [8] or the ozone cation [9]. An area of

chemistry which provides numerous examples of these non-adiabatic phenomena is the

field of clusters.

Clusters refer to loosely bound assemblies composed of a countable number of atoms,

molecules and sometimes, even ions. Their size range starts with diatomic systems,

reaching up to several hundred thousand atoms or molecules. Compared to their

counterpart of conventional stable molecules, their relatively weak interactions [10, 1l]

make it more likely that low-lying metastable states can be found within clusters. This also

leads to the observation of floppy or liquid-like character even when the cluster sizes are

small [2]. Clusters play important roles in heterogeneous catalysis [13] and solvation

[14]. Newly developed molecular beam and laser spectroscopic techniques [15] have



produced a "research explosion" in cluster studies. In this thesis we will theoretically

examine the simple case of homogeneous metallic clusters of X, [16].

Trimer clusters have not been as widely studied as their diatomic counterparts which have

been systematically and successfully treated for their vibrational and rotational motions

[17, 18]. One major difference is that neutral X, systems are often subject to a non-

adiabatic effect known as the Jahn-Teller effect [l9]. This effect is caused by the presence

of double degenerate electronic states at the high symmetry point of D* in the

configuration space. The energy minimum is found to shift from the Q, symmetric point

to a lower symmetric Cr" molecular geometry in the configuration space. Meanwhile the

two degenerate adiabatic potential surfaces crossing at the D* point form what is known

as conical intersection. Conical intersections are widely found in reaction dynamics studies

[20]. The Jahn-Teller effect produces vibronic energy levels which are quite different from

the traditional normal mode vibration and rotational spectrum. To explain the vibronic

interactions, it is necessary to consider the coupling ofboth degenerate electronic potential

surfaces. H.C. Longuet-Higgins and co-workers were among the first to derive a vibronic

model Hamiltonian which included a second order or quadratic coupling term l2l, 22f.

Calculations were however only carried out with the linear coupling term partially because

of the lack of experimental results to compare with and a lack of computing power.

Finally, in 1985 Thompson, Truhlar and Mead [23] carrried out quantitative studies which

included the quadratic coupling term and successively explained the vibronic structure of

the E" excited state of copper trimer [2a]. As more gas phase spectra data has become

available for vibronic structures of metal trimers, successful explanations have been given

using methods similar to that of Thompson, Truhlar and Mead.

For nonadiabatic effects, generally one begins by considering the adiabatic Schrodinger

equations of the degenerate manifold of electronic states. These equations are coupled to



each other through derivative terms in their kinetic energies and are difficult to evaluate at

the ab initio level. Mead [25] has shown however, using symmetry and perturbation

arguments to second order, the general form of these coupling terms for the particular

case of the Jahn-Teller effect in X, systems. Within this model, performing a unitary

transformation on the kinetic energy terms removes the derivative coupling and produces

what is known as a diabatic Hamiltonian whose solutions in the X, case are easily found

to any degree of accuracy using standard variational methods. Another less accurate but

more general approach for nonadiabatic problems is the Born-Huang method [26] which

simply retains the diagonal derivative couplings and neglects oFdiagonal ones to produce

a set of separable Schrodinger equations. In the original pioneering work of Kolos and

Wolniewic z 127 , 28] on H, , this approximation within a nonrelativistic calculation proved

its worth by predicting the dissociation energy within l.Scm-t. Recently, Handy and Lee

l29l have reexamined the Born-Huang approximation for conventional ab initio ground

state calculations and have found, as one might expect, little or very minor effects on

equilibrium geometries and frequencies. In spite of its simplicity, the Born-Huang

approach has not been a popular method for treating nonadiabatic problems. In the case of

Jahn-Teller X, vibronic systems, this approach remains largely untouched other than its

application to model Hamiltonians containing only linear terms [23].

In this thesis we examine the limits of the Born-Huang approximation using Mead's

adiabatic Hamiltonian for X, eØ E vibronic systems. This is carried out by varying the

magnitudes of both the linear and quadratic coupling terms within this model Hamiltonian

and comparing with those results obtained from exact diabatic solutions. We also examine

two previously studied experimental systems: the ground state of Li, and the ground state

of Cu, to evaluate the capability of the simple Born-Huang approximation to reproduce

the theoretical results of more sophisticated diabatic calculations. In the following sections

of this chapter, we first give a general overview of the experiments used to study clusters



which will help in the understanding of the results and discusssion of Li, and Cu, in

chapter three. We then derive in a general way the adiabatic and diabatic vibronic model

Hamiltonians. In chapter two, we begin by choosing a suitable coordinate system and our

coordinates will be compared to those used by other authors. We then derive the vibronic

model Hamiltonian for the X, systems following the work of Bersuker and Polinger [30]

where our work is extended to include the derivation of a second order adiabatic model

Hamiltonian. A suitable basis set for our adiabatic approach and the matrix elements of the

quadratic adiabatic Hamiltonian are also derived. Finally, we develop an additional term in

our adiabatic method which we call a correcting potential which indirectly takes into

account the nonadiabatic coupling. In chapter three we rigourlessly compare and examine

our adiabatic results to the exact solutions for the vibronic model Hamiltonian. We then

move on and apply our adiabatic approach to fit the vibronic spectra of Li, and Cur.

These results are compared with the fits of the more exact diabatic calculations. Finally,

some possible ways to further reduce the errors within the Born-Huang adiabatic approach

are proposed.

1.1 Experimental Studies of Clusters

Experimentally many types of clusters: metal, semiconductor, rare-gas and molecular have

been extensively studied [l2]. In this thesis, we will confine our attention only to metal

clusters.

Matrix isolation spectroscopy was one of the first techniques used to study metal clusters

[16]. The mairix isolation technique involves trapping unstable molecular, atomic, or ionic

species in a cold, solid inert environment such as the solids of noble gases or stable gases

such as N2 A variety of spectroscopy methods such as UV-visible absorption



spectroscopy [31], magnetic circular dichroism [32], Mossbauer spectroscopy [33],

electron spin resonance spectroscopy [34], fluorescence, Raman and resonance Raman

[35] are then used to probe the stable complex. The electron spin resonance (ESR)

spectroscopy, the most widely used one among them has provided information in

determining the geometrical and electronic structures of matrix-isolated clusters. For

example, Howard and co-workers have used the information of electronic distributions

obtained from ESR to determine if some triatomic clusters should have linear, equilateral

triangular or isosceles triangular structure [36]. ESR does have its drawbacks however. It

is only sensitive to paramagnetic species. Also, questions always arise pertaining to the

identity of the carrier of an observed spectroscopic transition and to the magnitude of the

matrix-solute interactions 116, 241.

With the improvement of molecular beam and laser techniques, the "naked" gas-phase

spectroscopy of clusters is also available now. This has been made possible by the

combination of advanced laser technology, molecular beam methods which allow for

condensed, cooled enough cluster samples and finally, well-developed mass spectroscopic

probing systems [15]. Cluster beams of virtually any element containing several up to

several tens of thousands of atoms per cluster can now be routinely produced and

analyzedtoday [1]. Depending on size and other cluster properties preferred, a variety of

different sources can be chosen. These sources may differ from each other in many \¡rays:

beams may be obtained by vaporization in a heating oven or by exposure to laser or high-

energy inert-gas ions; the flux of the cluster may be pulsed or continuous, neutual or

charged. In spite of these varieties, there are still essential things in common. First we will

have to heat the pure solid metal samples one way or another to obtain gas phase atoms or

molecules; these gas phase samples are then subjected to adiabatic expansion usually

together with high pressure gas carrier, mostly of inert gases. During this procedure, the

temperature of vapor metal atoms will be reduced down and clusters of them will form.



This isentropic adiabatic expansion cooling procedure can cool the internal freedom of

clusters to an impressive degree, with vibrational and rotational temperatures reduced to

50K and 30K respectively [16]. This freezing of the internal motion of the samples will

largely relieve us from too congested spectra.

To obtain size-specific information of the cluster, the techniques of ionization and mass

spectroscopy are used. This is accomplished by exposing the clusters to intense light

sources such as laser, arc, etc. to have the cluster ionized. The ionized clusters are then

fed into a mass spectrometer, usually quadrupole mass spectrometer or time-of-flight mass

spectrometer, to be analyzed and selected. This size selection can be carried out before or

after other optical treatment, depending on whether neutral or charged information is

needed. Figure 1.1 exhibits a general and very simplified experimental setup for cluster

spectrum.

After the vaporization, aggregation forming and expansion cooling of the metal clusters,

the samples are ready for spectroscopic tests. Optical methods which have been employed

to study clusters include ionization, resonant two-photon ionization ß2PI or TPI),

depletion spectrum analysis [37], stimulated emission pumping spectroscopy (SEP) [38]

and photodissociation [39]. Among them, two-photon ionization spectroscopy is the

mostly widely used one and is often used in conjunction with other techniques. The

experimental arrangement of TPI is shown in Figure 1.2. The first photon excites the

molecule to an electronically excited state and a second one will carry the molecule further

to the ionization continum. The two-step ionization results are then compared with those

obtained from directly ionized samples.
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By fixing the wavelength of the second photon while keeping the frrst tunable, we can

obtain the information of the intermediate electronically excited states: every time the

energy, hv, of the first photon is tuned across the energy gap between the ground

electronic state and excited electronic state or a sub-vibrationally or rotationally excited

levels of this state, the second photon will pick out more clusters and thus the mass

spectrometer will detect more cluster ions. In this way we can frnd out the energy

positions of the different excited states, and even the structures of the vibrational and

rotational levels ofthese states.

Sometimes, the excited states may not be stable and will undergo a facile fragmentation

through predissociation. In such a case, the intermediate level is not stable and can not

accumulate enough clusters on this level. So the second laser will not pick out enough ions

and yield observable signals. One solution to this problem is to rearrange the experimental

design and make use of the depletion spectrum. As shown in Figure 1.2b, the first tunable

laser scans and pumps the cluster to an excited state and a second, time-delayed laser will

ionize the clusters directly from the ground state. Once the first laser comes cross an

excited state, it will incur a decrease of population of clusters in the ground state even if

the excited state is an unstable, predissociating one. Analysis of the resulting mass

spectroscopy will show a corresponding depletion of the cluster intensity.

If some of these excited states are relatively stable and excited clusters can exist long

enough, then we may very likely observe the fluorescence spectrum of clusters from

excited state back to ground state. This provides detailed indirect information of the

ground state. We may even intentionally maintain a high population on some specified

excited state by employing two laser beams. The first one will have been tuned to the

transition between the ground state and the chosen excited intermediate state in order to

continue repopulating this excited state and the second scanning laser will cause two



competitive processes to occur in the clusters in the intermediate state: direct

photoionization and stimulated emission down to ground state levels. The mass

spectrometer will thus receive a dip in the collected ion signals which is called stimulated

emission spectroscopy. This method is used to investigate the vibrational or vibronic levels

of the electronic ground state.

1.2 The Jahn-Teller Effect

Even by intuition, we may assume that the X, systems are most likely to have a symmetric

configuration of Qo. However, nonnal modes analysis [40] tells us that a system of three

identical atoms will undergo three modes of nuclear motions among whom one is of l,

type symmetry, i.e. being symmetric under every symmetry operator of 4, group, while

the other two belong to degenerate type of E.If we are handling an ionized alkali-metal

cluster Xi, everything will be fine since there are two valence electrons and they will fill

into two totally symmetric orbitals. The system has a compact equilateral triangle

structure. When a neutral alkali trimer is considered, there will be a third valence electron

which will fill into the degenerate upper orbitals. If we use capital letters to represent the

symmetry of nuclear motion and lowercase letters to represent electronic motion, then this

is a two by two degenerate case of eØ E. According to Hermann fahn and Edward Teller

[19], the system is subject:to vibronic, or more exactly electronic and nuclear interaction,

and the equilateral symmetric structure is no longer favored. This kind of vibronic

interaction is widely known as Jahn-Teller effect after the names of the two scientists who

introduced the theorem in 1936. We would like to point out that the above comments are

based only on the concern toward the bound X, systems. In the cases of chemical

reactions, for example the reaction Ë1* + H, -+ Hj + H, even the ionic Hi will subjected

to Jahn-Teller effect, i.e. we may not ignore the non-adiabatic effects.

10



According to the Jahn-Teller theorem, a geometrical configuration in which the electronic

state is degenerate can not be stable except in the following two cases:

(i) The configuration in which the electronic state is degenerate is linear, i.e. all the nuclei

are on a straight line;

(ii) The system contains an odd number of electrons and degeneracy is the twofold

Kramers degeneracy [41] which is due to time reversal invariance of the Hamiltonian and

can not be removed by any changes in the electronic field caused by nuclear displacements.

The reason can be briefly stated below, however the original proof of this theorem rests on

group theory that we are not including here [30]. In all the degenerate cases except the

above two, there exists a configuration of lower symmetry in which the electronic

degeneracy is to be removed to first order in the displacements of the nuclei from their

symmetric positions. The formerly degenerate states will split into several levels due to the

perturbation thus introduced. The mean value of these first-order energies of these split

levels is equal to the energy of the original level. It follows that at least, one of the split

levels lies below the original degenerate level, i.e. the system can lower its energy by

becoming less symmetrical and removing the degeneracy. The Jahn-Teller effect is a

widely-found phenomenon in the physics and chemistry of molecules and crystals [42]. In

solid-state physics, structural aspects of the high-temperature superconductivity also have

a vibronic nature [43]. Although it seems not hard for us to accept both the theory and the

application of the Jahn-Teller effect or vibronic interaction, it would be much less easy for

us to cope with the consequence of it, that is, we can no longer enjoy the simple mapping

of independent motions of electrons and nuclei in molecular systems. We will have to

explore further beyond the traditional adiabatic approximation.

1l



1.3 The Adiabatic Approximation

The Hamiltonian of a whole molecular system can be written as H = T* + 1 + V(R,r,),

where Ç and 7] represent kinetic energy of nuclei and electrons respectively and V(n,r)

represents the interactions among nuclei and electrons. Here we also use symbols R and r

to represent nuclear and electronic coordinates respectively. If we start from the simplest

system of the hydrogen atom composed of only one proton and electron, then classically,

in a center of mass coordinate, we will have M*V* = meve) where MN,VN and m",v"

are the masses and velocities of the proton and electron respectively. The ratio between

m" and M" which is about l:1800 equals the ratio of the velocity between nuclei and

electron. If we further assume this is also true for multiatomic systems then we may think

it is safe to treat the nuclear kinetic term in the total Hamiltonian perturbationally.

Therefore we write the total Hamiltonian of the whole system H,o,ot = T, + H. where

H" = 1+V(n,r) and assumè t//,(n,r) is the exact solution of the Schrodinger

equation

H 
"(R,r) v,(R,r) = e,(R),tr,(n,r) (1. 1)

for every R. The eigenf.rnctions ,l/,(R,r) ørm a complete though infinite basis set.

Taking the perturbation term Ç back into account and expanding the exact eigenfunction

Y(R, r) of the whole Hamiltoniaî H,o,ot = TN + H"(R,r) with this basis set results in

Y(R,r) = I z,(R)vr,(n,r) (r 2)
n

bewhere f "(R) is function of R yet to

Hamiltonian equation

H,^",Y(R,r) = EY(n,r)

and left multiplying wifh ry*,(R,r),we obtain a series of equations of the form

determined. Substitutins this solution into the

(1.3)

L2



Here

4lr*(n) 
*u^,(n)k,(n) = Er^(n)

r¡^,(n) = e,(R)6^,

r^,(n) = T,(R)6^, + Â., (R)

,r..(R) = -tf ,+l^9@&. iuf,lt^)]
.qg,@) = [ v.^fta"

rÍl(n) =l*ffi*,

(1.4)

(1.s)

(1.6)

(r.7)

(1.8)

(l.e)

(1.10)

where M, is the reduced mass of the appropriate mode of nuclear motion labeled by i,

fl^,(n) = e,(R)6^n represents the adiabatic electronic potential surfaces and the term

f^,(A) = \(n)A^, + Â.-,(.R) is the coupling between different electronic states.

Solving for the set of coefficients Z,@) allows us to determine the exact nuclear

wavefunctions. If however we instead drop all the non-diagonal terms n-,(R), and only

keep the diagonal terms, we will have a very simple form of equations, a set of totally

separated equations

lr^* "^(n)lx^@) = Er^(R)

This is the adiabatic approximation we later will refer to as the Born-Huang approximation

Í26l.Itis based on the big difference between the nuclear and electronic masses and thus

their velocities of motion. This is also reflected from the above equations. All the

coupling terms are multiplied with a small value of + The separation of nuclear and
Mi

electronic motion based on this adiabatic approximation has been widely and successfully

applied through the whole field of theoretical chenüstry; however, our interest in this

thesis will focus on cases of the breakdown of this adiabatic approximation.

Sometimes the nuclear motion of the system is confined to a small area in

configuration space. This small area is usually around the nuclear equilibrium position

the

&
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If this is the case, we may replace the basis set used in the above adiabatic approximation

with a new basis set ry,(\,r), the electronic eigenfunctions at the point of R = {. Like

the old adiabatic approximation, the nuclear kinetic energy is treated as a perturbation and

both the electronic wavefunctions and the electronic potentials can be expanded as

polynomials of the nuclear displacement of u = (R - A, ) ,

v,(R,r) = y,(R,r)R=& + 
fiv,@,r)^=^. 

(À - 4)*...

",(Ã) = e,(R)o=s * 
fi",@)^=u 

(o - 4,)*"'

If we truncate the electronic wavefunction at the zero order, and substitute the total

wavefunction Y(n,r) =ZX,(n),/,(&,r) into the total Hamiltonian equation

H,,,2 h( n) y,(n,r) = EZ r,( R) vr,(n,r)

(1. I 1)

(1.12)

( 1.13)

and left multiply it with Vr*^(R",r), we obtain the same equation (1.a); however now the

ofldiagonal terms in kinetic energy disappear since r¿,(,R,,r) is independent of R. If we

neglect also the off-diagonal terms in potential energy, we end up with a new crude

adiabatic approximation which is best known as Born-Oppenheimer approximation [44].

We may note the difference and connection between these two adiabatic approaches: the

oFdiagonal terms neglected when we make the adiabatic approximation exist in the

kinetic part for the first approximation while the counterpart of the second approximation

exist in the potential energy. This is because in the first adiabatic approximation, we adopt

a basis set that are eigenfunctions of electronic Hamiltonian everywhere and the nuclei are

taken as moving in the potential surfaces formed from those electronic distributions

according to their corresponding electronic states. These different electronic distributions

are also functions of nuclear coordinates R and the nuclear motions thus cause the

distortion of the potential surfaces in return. In the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the

basis set we use to expand the real solution is not a function of nuclear coordinates R' and

all the differential coupling terms of ,q,(n), 4,(n) and Â,."(.R) are thus zero.

However, those basis functions are eigenfunctions of the electronic Hamiltonian only at

t4



point ,Q, not everywhere in the whole configuration space which leads to the occurring of

coupling terms in the potential energy as

U^n = [ v^@,r)H"(n,r),y,(4,)at (1.14)

in contrast to the coupling terms existing in the kinetic energy in the first adiabatic

approximation. In the limit of a complete basis set expansion, these two adiabatic

approaches are equivalent and connected by a unitary transformation. If the basis set

expansion is not complete however, the two approximations are not equivalent. It is still

possible to perform a unitary transformation of the adiabatic Hamiltonian of equation (1.4)

so that off diagonal kinetic energy matrix elements are reduced to a minimum size. The

result produces what is known as a quasidiabatic basis and the corresponding Hamiltonian

which will have ofldiagonal potential energy matrix elements like equation (1.14) is called

the diabatic Hamiltonian. The dropping of the offidiagonal terms in both approaches leads

to neglecting of transitions between different electronic states and considering only the

deformation of the electron distribution. In summary, if we drop the off-diagonal coupling

terms in the existing potential part and expand the diagonal potential in terms of nuclear

displacements

r, ( A) = u,,( R) = J v"^(R", r) n 
"( 

n, r),y,( R", r) dr

=u.,(&).O#(n-4)*...
(1. 1s)

we will end up with another adiabatic approach, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation

and the nuclear wave equation will have a simple form of

(ç * 
",(n)) 

.h(R) = n. x,(R) (1.16)

We can make the zero-order term of the expansion zero by properly choosing the original

point. Also at the equilibrium point the first rlerivative of the potential energy with respect

to the nuclear displacement is zero. We thus find that among the first three terms of the

l5



expansion ofthe electronic energy, both the constant and the first order term are zero. A

cut-offafter the second order expansion produces the Schrodinger equation

(r* + tn'). z,(R) = n . z^(R)

which is the familiar harmonic oscillator problem which can be solved exactly.

(1.17)

1.4 The Vibronic Hamiltonian

The Figure 1.3 may help us to understand things better. In Figure 1.3a, the two electronic

potential surfaces lie far away from each other and change continuously through the whole

configuration space. The adiabatic approximation which neglects the coupling between

potential surfaces works well in this case. In Figure 1.3b, the two potential surfaces cross

at point r\0, where the electronic wavefunction may change drastically and thus we may

not always be able to take 
âW'ß'r\ 

to be small even though it is multiplied by a small
âR

amount of +. In Figure 1.3c, although the two potential surfaces do not cross, however
Mì

they lie so close to each other around the point ,(o that we can no longer apply the

nondegenerate perturbation treatment to them. Figure l.3b corresponds to the Jahn-Teller

effect while the case of Figure 1.3c is the so-called pseudo-Jahn-Teller effect. In these

latter cases, there is a breakdown of the adiabatic approach and more than one potential

surface must be taken into consideration. Such systems where electronic motions are

strongly coupled to those of the nuclei are called vibronic systems.

In the adiabatic approximation, we assume there exists a point r! in configuration space

where the energy of system is always at its minimum. The Jahn-Teller effect implies that in

a vibronic system it is impossible to find such a point in its configuration space where

there is an energy minimum along all the nuclear coordinates. This actually tells us that it

l6
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is impossible to directly expand the Hamiltonian and wavefunction around a single point

like we usually do in adiabatic approach.

In vibronic systems we can not just stick to one single potential surface and will have to

bring in all the electronic wavefunctions and all the electronic potential surfaces that are

vibronically involved. Following the approach of Bersuker and Polinger [30], we define

the diabatic nuclear Hamitonian as

a(n) = rN +u(n) (r. I 8)

and expand the multidimensional electronic potential surface as
/ 

^rr\ 
/ ^ \

u(n) = u(& ).41XJ..,^-,R,) .inl#j^.,o-n,Xn-&,)* (r re)

where labels i and j should run over all the 3n nuclear Cartesian coordinates. If we replace

the Cartesian coordinates with a set of symmetric internal coordinates, e. g. normal mode

coordinates, we can write the expansion in the form of

u(n) = u(4) *|rn+,. 
*n>%on*,R,r,Rf,r,*. 

-. (r.20)

where

(1.21)

are corresponding coefficients of the first and second order expansion terms. Here f is the

irreducible represention of the symmetry group while l\" means the chosen nuclear

i

displacement transforms as the row y of the irreducible represention f. Note here we

have substracted the nuclear coordinates from 3n to 3n-6, three from translation motion of

the whole system and three for the rotation. The treatment to the rotation motion of the

whole system is not trivial at all since the three rotational modes of motion can not be

entirely seperated from the internal motions [a0]. We drop the discussion over it only

because we will not consider it in this thesis, nor is there sufücient experimental

information currently available (see p170 in reference [6]). Using the Clebsch-Gordan

t8



coefficients and cutting off after the second order expansion, the above potential operator

can be written as

u(n) =(Jo+>vrr\rcr, *+It wr(r,* r,)(n, , Rr,þr,
17 L 11\ ly

V/e further separate out the degeneracy-non-relevant modes of motion by treating them

with ordinary adiabatic approximations and leave only the degenerate part

H = Ho* H¡, = Ho + l4rrRrrCrr.+I z Wr(r, rrr)(nn * Rr,)rrCr, (1.23)
fy*\ L ltl1,l/*Al

where

Ho = u o . *7^l 
r:, * K,,4,þ u,

(r.22)

(r.24)

(r.2s)

We will simply assume a energy minimum point has been found for all the vibronically not

involved modes of motion except those vibronically coupled ones which, due to the Jahn-

Teller effect do not have a cornmon equilibrium position. From now on, we drop not-

involved motions out of the Hamiltonian together with the relevant subscripts. The frnal

vibronic Hamiltonian, which only includes symmetry deforming modes of motion, is then

given by
1l

H = L >(pi + K,,nl,) + lv,,R,cr, **L \w,(r,' r,){Ã,, 
" 
R,}r,c,,

L ffyr*A, ff+4 L Í1l2ly+A,
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Chapter 2 Jahn-Teller Theorv of X, Svstems

2.0 lntroduction

In this chapter, we will first discuss coordinate systems followed by the setting up of the

adiabatic vibronic model Hamiltonian of X, systems. A suitable basis set is then chosen for

the variational treatment to the adiabatic Hamiltonian and matrix elements of the adiabatic

Hamiltonian are algebraically derived. Finally we reexamine the coupled adiabatic

equations for X, Jahn-Teller systems and develop a correcting potential which allows one

to incorporate non adiabatic effects into our adiabatic treatment.

2.1 Symmetric Coordinates of X3 Systems by Projection Operator

A three particle system has nine degrees of freedom in space. If the geometry of the

system is nonJinear, the nine degrees offreedom can be divided into three groups: three

of them describe the translational motion of the whole system and another three determine

the rotational motion of the system while the remaining three represent the internal motion

within the system. In the well-developed molecular vibration theory which has been

successfully applied to stable molecular systems [40], the three modes of internal motion

represent the vibrational motion and are routinely analyzed and treated with normal mode

vibration theory. The th¡ee rotational degrees of freedom proves far from trivial [40].

Fortunately, as previously mentioned both of these two kinds of motion are not our

concern in this thesis and we will drop them eventually after only a brief discussion.

20



Since three particles can be placed on a single plane, we can set all the three z components

to zero by properly choosing the coordinate system. The three constraints of z- = 0 where

i = I,2,3 represent the fixing of one translational and two rotational degrees of freedom of

the whole system. There are still six modes of motion, three external and three internal

ones remaining at large. Based on the nuclear symmetry of Cr, [23], we can go ahead and

define the three symmetric normal modes of internal motion of the system. In Table 2.1,

the characters of the operators in Cr" group in every irreducible representation are listed.

Using the projection operatol Pr' =>Ì' tRÏR, we can set to find out the components

of the irreducible representations. Here R represents all the symmetry operators and I the

i'th irreducible representation. Since we have set the three constraints of z = 0 we may

now focus only on the remaining six variables (t,,y,), (rr,yr) and (xr,¿) where x, and

yi aÍe Cartesian components of atom i on the X and Y axis.

Table 2.1 Character Table of C." Group

Starting from Figure 2.1 which shows three identical atoms in the X-Y plane, we examine

the transformation properties of the Cartesian componentb under the symmetric

operations. As is shown in this figure, a rotation of 120" around the center point, i.e. an

operation of Cj witt transform the component q into -]x, **r, A further rotation of

120", i.e. an operation of CIC)=Ci will transform xt into -)*r-*" The
i

E 2c" 3o"
Al I I I
A2 I I I
E 2 I 0

2l



E

(q)

ol
(c)

XJ

Figure 2.1 The Effect of the Symmetry Operations
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corresponding transformations which apply to y, yield -)rr-+t, una -)lr.!,

respectively. This is in accord with the rotation of a set "f [t]l ", [ 
*-,t' 

:: f t: 
-l

L¡l [-sin p cosplfy,J

Also from the Figure 2.1, we will see the following relationship between the symmetry

operators and transformation matrix: for reflection 6r, xr I -rr , lt ) \, for 62,

*,-)*,**r, and ,,-+\-Ir,, ror a3, t,-+)+-fr, and

Jiry, - -ï+- ir, In summary, the symmetric operators have the form of

+lL 
[''l

_+ 
1"''

6l
-t

" 

l[;:]-;l

'[; ] 
= [å i]t; l (z 

'a,

1

2

t;.ìJ Jt
(2.1d)

1
2 2

Jfr
(2.re) (2.rÐ

a')z

and the set of matrices form the two dimensional irreducible representation E of the Cr,

group. Applying the projection operatoÍ Pr' =>,f' tAÏR of irreducible representation

A, on xr,

P^'*r=(r+C)+Ci +or + or*or)*,
r.,6tJllJilJf

- rc, - :x, +lt, -r*, -fn - xt *i*, -|t, *t*' *ïr' (2.2a)

-0
This result is expected since from the Figure 2.T, it can be seen that x, is antisymmetric

with respectto o operations. Similarly applying the A, operation upon /1, we have

(2 lb)

rtl2 |['l
I lL/,1

I2l

_1
2

t;
1/J'rh]=

=[T 1][;l](z tc) 
"[;l]':l;")=

{J1
2

l::,1"[;i]=* [;l]= J'
2
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P^,lt=(n+Cl+Cl +dr + or+or)y,

r Jt I Jj Jî I Jf.. 1..
= lt - rl, -ïr, -)1, *ï4 + )r, +)1-x, - )1, - ït, -i!, Q.zb)

( t Ji I *6r"ì= 2["vr -i!,- z ,,-il' 2 - 
)

Using the projection operator of the irreducible representation of E "t"" [;] 
results in

, "l;,,f= {r t - c¿ -.; )[;: ]
_1

2 +lL l[r" I
, llr' J-tj

as the E

[_1

l-12JI-.lï
l,-',

lt"
that

t;VJ

2

=,[å l][l]- t;l
,TJ J

a)
/v

coordinatesFrom which we can obtain two

representation of Cr,,

PE x, =2v, -+r,) (2.aa)

(2.4b)

(2.sa)

(25b)

(2.sc)

We note that the above three components represent the three internal modes of motion.

They are combination of the six X and Y Cartesian components th¡ee of which will be

fixed when the other three external coordinates are ñnally chosen. This set of coordinates

are actually equivalent to normal mode coordinates [23].

transform

(2.3)

irreducible

-(-+.,**,,)-[i*
and

p, y, = 2y, _(_+r, _+,,) _ [j" .+.,)

By normalization, we have finally the following set of internal coordinates

n. = +1r,, - [-;,, 
* * r,) - [-;,, - +r, )]

n, = +1,,, -(- î,, - 
E *,) - [j" . f ,, 

)]

n, = ilr, - |r, - +., - )r, . +.,)
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2.2 Reduced Mass, lS-Coordinates and ES-Coordinates

On an adiabatic potential surface, a three-atom system moves according to the

Schrodinger equation

(ç*¿¡(n))v(n) =nv(n) (2.6)

where

,=-4*,,:?=-4#r&.#.*) (2.7)

(2.8)

and i = 1,2,3.In general we may adopt a set of mass-scaled basis vectors which is defined

as (ã, ,è2,è3), where (7r,rr.,êr) =(J*rur,^[-*rer,rF*rêr) with ê, is aunit vector along

any one of the three Cartesian axes and m, refers to mass of each of the th¡ee atoms. We

do not have to restrict ourselves to the case of equal masses of ffit = ffiz = t7t3 = Í17

although we will do so later to simplify the orthogonalization of the coordinates of the Xt

systems. This scaling is equivalent to making a transformation T to the original basis set

whose matrix elements 1.r=J*,4.¡. to cope with this and subsequent transformations

of coordinates, we will mostly follow the method developed by Leroy and Wallace [a5].

According to tensor theory, when the basis vectors are transformed as a covariant tensor

the corresponding set of components transform as a contravariant tensor. This means in

every X-, Y- or Z- subspace, the covariant metric tensor of the basis vectors changes from

ler.a, êr.êr.' ar.êr1 [r o ol
g=lêr.ê, êr..ê, êr.êrl=10 I 0l

L¿r-¿, ër.ê, êr.ërJ Lo o 1l

to

(2.e)

T- - - I r
lsr-s, €t.€z tt.Ezl lmt

g'=lÊr.à, Êr.V, êr.È,l=l o

Lã, .ã, Êr-ê, êr.Vrl L o

0

m2

0

ol

:,1

while the Cartesian components change as the corresponding contravanant metric tensor
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O=ò (2.10)

Thus, if a vector in the old basis set can be written as .Y, = xtê,t i lPyt I zrë^, where the

basis vectors follow the rule of êu.ê¡1= 6,¡ then in the new basis vector set it can be

written as X, = x'tÈot!'rÈrr+z'rê"r, where (x",Jr',,"'r)=|1t,,!t,zt) and
,Jmt

-e,¡-ê¡r=ä-. Repeating the above procedure to every m, and (*,,y,,2,), the kinetic

energy operator T will become

r = ->, L v? = ->Le*+.41 = -> L( +*+. +\ (2,,)t - ?z*," - ?z*,la: ' 
A? 

' e? ) 
" 

2\e'? A,'? &'; )

The above treatment is not trivial at all. It brings in the advantage of a simpler mass-free

form of the kinetic energy operator. Additionally, it will provide more convenience, for

example, in monitoring the coupling and decoupling between different basis vectors, to

our further transformations. It may also tell us the right reduced masses for the

corresponding internal motions which we will discuss later in this section, as well as in

Appendix A. We drop the prime symbols from the coordinate components and start from

this mass-scaled basis for further transformations. Since the interatomic potentials are

usually functions of interatomic variables such as bond length and bond angle, \rye can

easily separate out the motions of center of mass which represent the translational motions

of the system, but not so easily transform the Cartesian coordinates to internal

coordinates. Consider the following transformation in one of the three Cartesian subspaces

x't=-xt*xz
x'z= -xt *xs (2.r2)

U

0

I
m3

x =!@txt+mzxz+mrxr)M'
where M =ffir+mz+mr. The last variable comes from the consideration that since the

coordinates of the center of mass

Io
ml

01
m2

00
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I
X = i- (mrxrê, + mrxrë, + mrxrêr)M'

l1
= i-(m, -/x'r,J*,,t, + mr-/x'r.J^r?, +mr-þx'r,l*rur) (2.13)

M"rt*, -,1r, -r!^t

I
= :(më', €, + mrx'rê, + mrx'rèt)

have the same expression in both the Cartesian and mass-scaled basis set. The first two are

two mass-scaled internal variables which will be simply referred to as generalized bond

length and bond angle in the following sections. With the above transformation also comes

the change of covariant and contravariant metric tensors. If we take the matrix

representation of the transformationrl
l-1 I 0lr=l-1 0 1l
lm, mz mtl
lM M M)

then the covariant metric tensor g transforms âs gt= T-tgT-t where z' is the transpose

matrix of Z. The corresponding contravariant metric tensor f transforms as f'= TET'

m3

-l 
ml

M
0m2

M
m-1"
M

(2.r4)

[-t I
Ig,=l_1 0

lmt mz

IMM

(2.rs)

The resulting matrix is not diagonal which means the basis set is no longer orthogonal.

This can be seen for the two coordinates x', and x', defined by equation (2.12)

x'r-x'r= (-x, +*r).(-x, +xr)

=xt'xz+xz'x3-xt'xz-xt'xs=J-*0-0- o=L Q'16)

11
-+-mt mz

1

ml

0

1

ml
l1

mt m3

0

0

I

M
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However it is also clear that the center of mass is totally separated from other coordinates

and the corresponding reduced mass is exactly J M , i.e. the whole system is translating

with a mass of M at the center of mass. We can further transform the remaining non-

orthogonal coordinates as the symmetric and antisymmetric combinations of x', and x'2,

i.e.
f ", = x', *x'r= (-Z*, + x, + xr )

xt' z = x' | -x' z=(-t, + r, )

Combining the two steps of transformation into a single one and taking the normalization

into account yields

-2 I rl
J6 J6 Jo lr-i i+ltîil
mt m2 mz I'
M M M]

[n'l
l';,f

(2.t7)

(2.18)

(2.Te)

According to Leroy and Wallace [45], the orthogonal coordinates obtained in this way are

called irreducible symmetric (IS) coordinates. Some lS-like coordinates also have been

previously used in the works of Morse, Hopkins, Langridge-Smith and Smalley l24l and

Martin and Davidson [46]. However, their choice of coefficients are different and thus

different reduced masses should be chosen in these cases. With the transformation of

(2.18), the matrix S' will then transform to

E =TET' =

l- + +l[! o ,1[+
lJ6 J6 Jall*, ll Jo

lo ++ll o I oll +| .tz .12 ll mz ll {6
l*, yL vLll o o _Lll +Lu M Àr)l *,)LJø
21 11 lt 1 ( t 1l

-------Fl --T- |3*, 6m, 6m, 2J3[ mz mt)
r( r rl t(t tì

------:¡ --+- | -i -2J3 [ m2 m' ) 2\*, m' )

ml

M
m2

M
m3

M

0

-l
.12
I
Iõ

NL

0

0

I
M
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The above treatment provides a general form of the coupling between any two

coordinates, based on which rwe carry out transformations to simplify the coupling to a

maximum. For example, knowing that when m, * fi13, the metric tensor is still not totally

diagonal, however we can define another rearrangement of r', and x'rby setting

x"'= Ax"+Bx''
xt'r= Axtr-B*',

where the coefficients A and B meet the requirement that

(2.20)

(2.21)

This condition secures the diagonalization of the metric tensor and the non zero diagonal

terms depend only on the mass of atoms and the ratio between A and B. The reduced mass

for a specified internal motion is the corresponding inverse of matrix element 
å. 

**

ffit = Hz = m3 = m, the case is further simplified. The matrix f transforms directly into a

totally diagonal one

A,( ?l-* 1!*1rl - B, !( l-*!l = o
[3.,6mr 6mr) 2\*, mr)

E'=

21 11 11 | ( I ll
--------=|_--T--|

3m, 6m, 6m, 2J3[ mz mr)

J:( -J-*tl !(L.!ì
2Jt[ nz ffit ) zl*, ' *, )

fl o o
lm

=lo I o
lm
lo o I

LM

(2.22)0

I
M

This means we may take that the reduced mass of the translational motion of the whole

svstem is M = 3z while the reduced mass for the other internal motions is m if we define

the coordinates as above. The case of a two-atom system as a simple example is treated in

Appendix A.

We may also choose a different transformation to diagonalize the g matrix. If we go back

to the internal variables r', and x'., aîd make a new alrangement, this time
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and again

[ ]r I
la P oll -r 1 oll-"-B d Plr=lþ a 0ll -l 0 1l=l-a-P P al
l0 0 lll\ mz ntEl I m, m1 nr. l

L¡ø M MJ L ¡,T M MJ

t-

_t-

L

(2.23)

(2.24)

m, = m, the

(2.2s)

(2.26)

(2.27)

(2.28)

E = TET'
a-p
a-p
mr

M

o o 
1l-"-o -a-B #I oll " p hm2 llrll m-o;)lp d ,

with X, systems where ffir = ffiz =hesithe

this

Since in this

matrix f in

ils w(

case

fr,
lL(

l(o*ß)'+zoßl!L' Jvn

l(o* ø)' + a' + fl!
0

To determine the coefficients of a and þ, we solve the equations

(o*þ)'+a'+B'-I
(o* þ)' +ZaB= s

which have the solution

"= +þ*..Æ)6'

B = l(z*..6)

The metric tensors are then again diagonal and the contravariant fi' again

10o
m

olo
m

001
M

õt=ò

0

0

I
M

o':ö

Corresponding coordinates are orthogonal with each other agairq this time
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(2.2e)

The coordinates obtained in this way are called equivalent symmetric (ES) coordinates and

were used in the work of Thompson, Truhlar and Mead [23].

2.3 The Model Hamiltonian

As we have discussed in the previous section, we can exactly separate the translational

motion from the other modes of motion in the Hamiltonian of the whole X, system. In

this thesis the choice of the th¡ee rotation angles and the effects which occur from the

consideration of the external rotation will not be our concern. The total internal motions

are thus reduced to a bare three among which one transfonns as At irreducible

representation under the symmetry operation while the other two transform as the

degenerate E ineducible representation. In the last section we have obtained the forms of

these variables and a brief discussion is given as well.

Bersuker and Polinger [30] have shown that for any nuclear configuration with a Cn or S,

symmetric axis where tr)2, the corresponding degenerate electronic states will transform

as exp(+¡¿d) where k=I,Z,-..n, when rotated around the axis by an angle of 0.They

also have shown that due to the symmetry with respect to time reversal, the wave

functions transform as complex conjugations, e.g. those of exp(+¿ 0), and belong to the

same representation. Thus for the symmetry group which contains an odd-valued n-fold

rotation axis, there will be doublet irreducible representations Ek where

k = 1,2,---(n -2) I 2, together with singlet A representation. If we denote the functions

I q,1

lq,l=
Lq, J

-r rlr ól t(t Jtì
ß
-l t(t Jfì rlr Jlì
ß
mt mz m3

MMM

[r]
Lx, I
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according to their transformation property as V' - "*p(Xine), 
the basis functions of

product [ø;] *itt then be ViVo, ty'ory_o and V'_t Vt , among which the first function

transforms as all symmetric A irreducible representation while the last two possess the

transformation property of the doublet Ero irreducible representation of exp(+¡2¡6).

The above discussion will become clear when we come to consider a concrete case.

Suppose we have obtained the pair of nuclear coordinates p* which transform as

e*p(tiÉ'd) of the doublet E irreducible representation under the symmetric operations of

the group. As we discussed in the first chapter, for the X, systems we can expand the total

vibronic Hamiltonian of the form of equation (1.25) as a polynomial of nuclear

displacement whose matrix elements are constructed with either a complete basis set of

the Born-Oppenheimer electronic wavefunctions or more practically by a' smaller

quasidiabatic basis set of electronic wavefunctions. Like the coordinates, the arbitary

linear combination of two degenerate basis functions also form an equivalent basis set. If

we expand the vibronic Hamiltonian with the basis which transforms as e*p(t/td), then

the first order term with zeÍo order Born-Oppenheimer wavefunction

Y(e,r) =Zr,(Q)v^þ) would include such terms - [("='o')'Q,(rxtve)(¿tr')dr- sinc"

the total Hamiltonian is all symmetric under the operations of the symmetry group, so

should be the above expansion terms. It is thus demanded that the only non-zero terms are

those that contain Q which transform us 
"*p(+iÉ' 

d) where k'= 2k .

For an X, system, the general vibronic Hamiltonian of equation (1.25) will then have a

linear coupling of the form

Zvrn rCr, =V.(r)Ø +lr-(r)Q Qsl)
fy+\

which in a basis of (V*,r¿-) tras a matrix form of

(2.31)( o v.(r)Ø

lv-(,)ø o
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Considering the only difference between V* and Z- lies in the angular phase, the above

form can be written as

( o {zv,q\
lrri"n 

"-';-- ) (232)

where we introduce the common termV, and the factor of Jl for convenience.

In general the vibronic nuclear coordinates Q are complex. However we can make them

real by making the transformation

o, = 4(Ø+ ø)42',-' (2.33)

Q"=+(Ø-ø)
42',

The linear vibronic coupling term then has the form
( o v,(Q. -tø)l (2 34)

lr,(ø*i¡) o )
Defining Q and Qrinpolar coordinates

Q., = r cosrp

Q, = r sin rP Q'35)

the linear vibronic interaction becomes

( o v"rr-,*) 
e36), [V"rdP 0 )

The second order coupling terms can be similarly obtained and for the details we refer the

reader to Bersuker and Polinger [15]. The resulting form of these terms are

I > wr(r,* qX& , &,\r,cr, =w"l(q - q)o.-zQQ,o,] Q37)
. ff2rf7*Ay

Here we use Pauli matrices which are defined as

" 
= [å i) (2 3sa) 

" 
= (å -i) (2 38b)

(o ll (o -tlo,=[r o) (2.38c) o,=[, o) (2.38d)

This can also be written as

JJ



(e, *tø)'l
o) (2.3e)

(2.40)

(2.41)

Changing to polar coordinates, the quadratic coupling terms finally yields
( o ,'nt'*\4lr,r-,,, o )

Also in polar coordinates, the diagonal part of the all symmetric potential is

i,'"(q * c,) o, =lio;" a å,','l\ 2" )
The total potential operator is thus of the form of

u =ir'"(ü *4)o,* 
È^1,,^,,c,,*in,ày,(r, 

*r'){Ã,, ' R,,},,c,,

(r,-r_., I \ , ¡¡._\ (2.42)

=l;';'" l.( v"re-ie\*r,( 
^0.. ""''')

t o ).r'"r')-1v""* 
o )'"E\'z'-z* o )

We notice that the last two coupling terms can be put into a single term since

V"rète *W"rzeÐie =(V"rcose+úT"rz coszcp)+i(+vrrsin p+ W"rz sin}g) Q.43)

By doing so, we have

u = !.'"r' o, *v;rlr * rh, cos3 ç.(+ rl)"' 
["?" 

";)

where the angle O is determined by the relation

tan.) _ V"sin rp-14¡{ sinZr|

V"cosg+W;r cosZç

Expanding the potential with respect ß+ and dropping the higher order terms after the
v.

quadratic one produces the approximate vibronic potential

U 
^ 

= irr*' oo + (V¿ +ll'"r'^"rr r)[å';)

The above approximation is particularly good when T ßsmall. Udt \vrllbe referred to as

the diabatic potential from now on and (Joo as adiabatic potential surface.

(2.4s)

(2.44)

(2.46)
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Applying a unirary rrunrto.-T:n, 
(e_iarz ",*, \' - $l"tn,, -r-iarz )

= ! co'rr'oo +V"r r + z rb rcos 3 p .(+,)' 
f'' 
" 

"

The resulting adiabatic potential surfaces are then
f--t

Ex = Uoa = irlr' x,,!Vlr' +ZVrW;r3 cos3p +Wlro

I
E¡ = U o¿ = * rLr' x(vr, +Il"r? cosr p)

L

(2.47)

to the above potential, the diabatic potential will be transformed to an adiabatic potential
Uoa = S*Ud,,S

(2.48)

(2.4e)

Expanding the square root and dropping terms beyond second order reduces the adiabatic

potential to even simpler forms

(2.s0)

We now examine the mathematical and physical meaning of the above formulae and

quantities. First we consider the vibronic Hamiltonian with only the linear coupling term.

The diabatic potential is thus

rrvdi- I'i,'o,.(r"l* '*:.)
Uoa =S*U^,S where S = +

(2.st)

( e-,rt, e,qtz \
l- ",*,, -r-,*,, )' 

we obtainAfter a unitary transformation

the adiabatic potential form of
tru ^ co'rr'oo+V"ro,u,o__ I

Thus the two adiabatic potential surfaces are
1

€¡ = Uoa = Lú)'"r' *V"r
L

(2.s2)

(2.s3)

and are shown graphically in Figure 2.2. From Figure 2.2(a) \¡/e can tell that the two

adiabatic potential surfaces cross each other at the point of r = 0 and form a conical

intersection. We can also see from Figure 2.2(c) that the energy minimum was delocalized
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(c)

Figure Z.ZPotential Surfaces of Linear and Quadratic Xr Systems

(b)



from the Dro symmetric r = 0 point to produce a lower symmetric continuum of mrruma tn

a trough. The two adiabatic potential surfaces can also be written as

L, r( .,vr\" lv;
e* = !-aìlort !V,r = -l ø,r +:+ | (2.54)"r 2*E'-'E 2[-"--W,) 2,r"

This tells us that the radius of the continuous equipotential minimum falls at ,, =P una
D

the depth of the trough is Eo =:# Eo iscalled the Jahn-Teller stabili zationenergy
D

because it determines the stabilization of the delocalization of the energy minimum from

the original high symmetry configuration point r -- 0. At an arbitary point on the minimum

energy trouglr, the energy difference between the two adiabatic potential surfaces is

(2.ss)

This fact actually tells us that when the Jahn-Teller stabilization energy is large the

perturbation interaction between the states on the two potential surfaces is small.

The first order adiabatic potentials are g independent which means the system will rotate

freely about the circular minimum. However, when the second order Jahn-Teller

interaction is taken into account, one finds that as g rotates 2 tr it will experience three

minima caused by the term of -W"cos3cp at any radius of r on the adiabatic potential

surface (see Figure 2.2(b, c)). On the bottom circle of the conical intersection the three

equivalent global minima at ç=0,+,+, separated by three local minim4 which are
JJ

also usually called saddle points, at e = 1, o,*. With the additional quadratic coupling,
JJ

the Jahn-Teller stabilization energy becomes

¿*(ro) -e=(ro)=r4=4Ena;

n-=!n-zro?,
V:

t'"-4; (2.s6)

(2.s7)

and the energy gap between the global minimum and saddle point

^ 
_  lWElEn

A_.--;-
a'" +zlwrl

JI



This means the system can no longer rotate freely around the vertical axis at the conical

point as in the case when only the linear coupling is considered. The rotation may be

retarded or even trapped within the th¡ee global minima depending on the height of the

local barrier Â . When the coupled potential surfaces are expanded to the first order of the

nuclear displacements, the vibronic effect is known as linear Jahn-Teller effect. If we

further expand the vibronic potentials to the second order of the nuclear displacements,

the vibronic effects now considered are called the quadratic lahn-Teller effect. The

vibronic systems may have different parameters of k and g. The systems with small k and g

values have their wave functions delocalized in ç and are usually called dynamic Jahn-

Teller systems; the systems with large k and g values have their lowest-energy states

approximately localized in a single well on the lower surface and are usually called static

Jahn-Teller systems [23].

We are now ready to go back to our vibronic Hamiltonian of X, system. To be consistent

with most of the existing work of others, we change notations and denote V" ask and Il'"

as g. We also make one further approximation, that {2 = e.This is based on the fact that

sincetanf)=W'thenwhenY1,,small,tanC)xtangisaverygood
V"coscp+W;r cos2g' VE

approximation. We will find later that this is really the case for most of the known Jahn-

Teller X, systems.

In summary, the Hamiltonian now becomes

a = -Lv' +Lar'r' +' ( o e-''ì '( 9 "'tl2' 2-' nlr,* o)*8r-lr-''* o) (2.s8)

in the mass-scaled coordinates discussed in last section. Before we apply any unitary

transformation to the whole Hamiltonian, it should be noted that the unitary

transformation we carried out towards the linear and quadratic diabatic potentials which
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turn these potentials into diagonal adiabatic potentials do not commute with the kinetic

energy operator and thus the diagonal kinetic energy will not be diagonal after the

transformation. Applying the unitary transformation S to the diabatic Hamiltonian, where

(2.se)

the Hamiltonian becomes

Hoa = S*,HS = S*ZS + S*Udi^S = Too +Uoo (2.60)

and 
(1rrr, + kr + gr, cos3g o Iu"o=lt 1^^ | (2.62)

I o ]r'r' - kr - sr' costç)

For the details of the derivation of the above adiabatic quadratic Hamiltonian we refer to

the Appendix B of this thesis. Assume that + is small and most of the terms with factors
K

of { can be neglected. We will also drop the coulping term of ++ which we will-- k -Q-- ' ¡ 2r'âç

refer to for more discussion later. The Hamiltonian then becomes ,

(2.63)

The two coupled states are now totally decoupled and we may concentrate on the

Hamiltonian equations corresponding to the lower potential surface of the Mexican hat

'=i(7'Ï: :::,)

where

-#,",:

f "-#*#!*"' #="n"+if;snzø$-'é +Ðå)
[f;.',e+rf;*n3e*-,ê +Ðâ o'-#*#)*", 

)

(2.6r)

Hoa = T* +U"o

- -0,(r' 
-# o )-l+"" + kr + gr2 cos3rp o 

ì- -1 o v2 -#,J-[. o ),',' - kr -'t '"oszç)
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, = -+(:*(, *). ï#).# +! .,'r' - kr - gr' cos3ç (2 64)

We now make a non-linear transformation

a(r,ç) =a'(?') e.6s)
{r

where nuclear wavefunction Õ(r, p) satisfies the wave equation of

HQ(r,'P) = EA(','P) (2'66)

Substitution of @ (, , ù = 
@'(?ç) into the wave equation yields

vr

l_n'(ta(r!\ t / I hz ,r r,r,-kr-sr,"o$ç1y9=na'(2ç)| 2 [r â \ a )*7æ )* r,'* r* ö' ) .1, --T-
(2.67)

which turns out to be

,l_r'(ê, r ll,r-.,- I Õ'(r-rl
JVI 2 \a'.;#)+!a¡'r' - kr - sr'coúv)Õ'('''p)= ET Q'68)

This is equivalent to having a new wavefunction of Õ'(r, ç)=J,A(',ç) with a

corresponding new form of Hamiltonian

H,= -L( 4*+41 +!r,r, - kr - gr' cos3ç (2.6s)
2lA' r' ârp" ) 2

Both the old and ne\¡/ wave equation

Ha(r,ç) = nø(r,ç) (2l0)

and

H'Q'(r,ç) = EQ'(','P) (2'7I)

have the same eigenvalues or the same energy levels. From now on we will drop the prime

symbol and adopt the Schrodinger equation only of the symmetric deformation nuclear

motion of

I n'( ã 1 ã \, r --r.., l il" ,,,l - pu,(, ,n\ o72\
L-rl.æ.;ft)+!ø'r' - k, - sr' co$rn)a(r,ç) = na(r,ç) (2.72)

Since this equation can be written as
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{ *. *+].+#,, - kr - n, "o,rrfau,ç) = Eô(,, ç) (2 73)

'liu' 9rz êe" ) 'o l
We can transform I intothe variable r by scaling ,'= ^8, .Remembering that we were

It \ft
already in a mass-scaled coordinate system before we made this new scaling, all together,

this is equivalent to defining a coordinate r'.=rl43r, where p, is the corresponding'vrt
reduced mass. If we further define 1. = 

E 
. the scaled nuclear coordinate variable r and

hø'

rescaled eigenenergy 2 becomes unitless and we obtain the simpler equation of

I t( e I d\,t-, I
l--r :+ - - t+-r"-kr-grzcos3çla(r,rp)=lÞ(r,ç) (2.74)
L z[&' r'6ez)'z' a 'l

We note that the coefficients k and g are also changed after this rescaling, however since

they are constants we leave the symbols unchanged. We call the above Hamiltonian Born-

Huang Hamiltonian and the solution of the equation Born-Huang adiabatic result. The

Born-Huang Hamiltonian plus a term of -+ gives another adiabatic approach, the
8r"

B orn-Oppenheimer approach.

2.4Variational Treatment of the Adiabatic Hamiltonian Equation

We begin by making use of the fact that the parameter g is small comparing with k. Totally

neglecting the quadratic coupling term -gr2 cosçø brings us the advantage of an entirely

separable differential equation which consists of two independent differential equations of

only r or p respectively. Assuming that the total nuclear wavefunction can be written as

(2.7s)

(2.76)

a(r,ç) = v{r)d,ç)

the substitution of this wavefunction into the equation

l_l( u *t lì*-' I

t ,læ.iæ )*i," - b 
)v{')d'ç) 

= Av{'')d'P)
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The angular motion equation (2.79) has the familiar form of the rigid rotator and simple

eigenstates of ex^ = exp(ximça) with corresponding eigenvalues of mt result. Due to the

periodicalconditioneverytime ç rotatesthroughanangle of 2n, m'sareusuallychosen

to be integers. However, this may not be the case in the discussion of the e 8,8 vibronic

systems because of the occurrence of conical intersection which produces the sign change

of the nuclear wavefunction of every 2r rotation around the crossing point. According to

H. C. Longuet-Higgins [21] when we make the transformation (3.6) to transform the

diabatic Hamiltonian to adiabatic Hamiltonian. the associated adiabatic electronic

eigenfunctions are

results in the two independent equations

L g,¿ = n" d,e)
ârD"

l -l( a -'" ì *!,, - r-1v{,,) = rv¡)
l-tlæ -7 )' ,' ^' 

)Y\' 
) -

vr(R,r) =+(r+
v¿\

w,(R,r)=i("r

ip\

v/*(R,r) + r-T ,-(o,r) 
)

ig\

,/t-(R,r) - e-î ,-(^,r) 
)

(2.77)

(2 78)

(2.7e)

(2 80)

(2.81)

It could be seen that when p changes from 0 to Ztt on the adiabatic potential surfaces, the

above adiabatic electronic eigenfunctions will change sign. For the wavefunction of the

whole system should be single valued, the corresponding nuclear wavefunctions Õ(r, ça)

or d,ç) should also change sign. Thus the angular quantum number m must be chosen

halÊinteger. Later, this sign-change was found to be a special case of a more general

concept which is termed "Berry phase" after the name of M. V. Berry [a7].

The equation (2.80) is more difficult compared with equation (2.79). We test first the

simpler case by setting k = O

')^r= )",r{r)| -r( z-t-\*1,
l_ z\a' ,')'z
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Before we can substitute the trial function into the

properties of the differential equation at the singular

(2.81) has two singular points r=0 and r-)@

approximately

!( d -41 v,{r)=otlæ ,' )"''
Assuming equation (2.82) has a solution of the form

v{ò - '"
and substituting function (2.83) into equation (2.82) yields

s(s- l)r"-t - m2r"-2 = 0

The solutions for s are then

s(zr) =

As r -> oo, equation (2.81) turns into

equation, we have to study the

points. Since r.(0,*), equation

When r -+ 0, the equation is

(2.82)

(2.83)

(2.84)

l+ (2.8s)

(2.86)

,2 r2 ,2

which has solutions fir) - n=, . We will choose only rftr) - e-î since fr) - uT -+ *

when r -+ Ø which does not aglee with the boundary condition of a wavefunction of a

bound state. The boyldury_rondition at r = 0 should also be considered. It is clear that the

- t, l-"ll+4m'rootofs(m)=ïdoesnotmeettherequirementwhenm*0sinceitleadsto
r2

an infinite value for a trial function of r"eT when r )0. Even the case when m=0

should be dropped not because of wavefunction considered now but because we have to

make sure that the wavefunction before the non-linear transformation of
, \ Q'(r -ro\ Ì

A(r,p)=:L- is also a physically significant wavefunction and should be able to
''/f

1

cope with the potential term : " in its Hamiltonian. We thus choose a trial function of the
8r'

form

Q.87)

l:**i"]r')=o

l+ 4mz

,2

v1,r) - r"-n -f (r)
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1+

this trial function back into the differential equation (2.81) yields

.f 
,,(,)*r(]-'l¡,(,,)*l "('--rJ-'' -(zs+r-zt)f¡(r)= o (2 88)

\r)-lr"J
considerin e , = 

y!#t, 
this equation becomes

/-

where the functio" -f (r) is to be determined and s(zr) is only Substituting

/'^ \
.f "(r)+z[ I -,lÍ'(r)-(zs+ r-zn')¡(r) -- o\r T

This equation may still be singular at r = 0 and r ) @) however,

equation is approximately

.f "(r) +zs ¡'(r) = or
for which Í(r) =c, where c is a constant, is a solution. Thus we

assume the series solution 
12

v{'') = 
'" '-T Í 

(')

where

f (r) =Looro
k=0

and k is integer. Substitution of this wave function into equation (2.89) yields

(tt +z)(tt +r)ao*, +zs(k +l)ao*, -2tu0 +fzl,-(zt+ l)]ao = o

which leads to a recursion relation of the coefficients
dk*z _ 2k+2s+l-22'
ak - Ut *z)(n +1+2s)

The limit of this ratio when ¿ --¡ æ is
,. dt-" ,.2k+2s+l-21' 2
tti-u 

- 
= ul|-u 7----------i-r-------i- = -- a.tt *--\k +2)\k +l+Zs) k

which has the same convergence rate as the function e'" when r --> û. This produces the

asymptotic wavefu nction

w{ò = r" r-i f (r) --!i2--+ ys s
r' r-
Le' =f-e"

(2.8e)

around r=0 the

(2.e0)

will go ahead and

(2.er)

(2.e2)

(2.e3)

(2.e4)

(2 es)

(2.e6)

l+ 4m2
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2k+2s*l-2X'=0

The resulting eigenvalues are then

^, 1' t
2' ,= 1(Zn+ 2s+ l)

where n= 0,T,2,---, are integers.

which does not converge when r -+ co unless the infinte series truncates at a finite k. In

accordance with this requirement, the numerator in (2.94) must vanish at a finite n'th term

(2.e7)

(2.e8)

Looking into the recurrence relation (2.95), we will see that there exists actually two sets

of independent solutions. We can choose one solution associated with

(2.ee)

terms while another set of

(2.100)

corresponds to the series solutions of odd order terms. Here the value of constant c is to

be determined by normalization of the wavefunctions.

When n=0, the Êfunction will be -fo(r)=oo and the eigenvalue x'o=!(zs+t).
L

Substitution of the Êfunction and eigenvalue into equation (2.89)

loo="
to' =o

which corresponds to the series solutions of even order

solutions associated with

loo=oI
la'=c

fo" (,)+ r(; -,)t,'(,) - (zs+ t - zto) l,þ)

= o+z(I-') o-o.ao = s

However, when il -- L, the f-function will be fr(r) = orr and the eigenvalue

1.
A'r= 1(2s + l). Substituting this function and eigenvalue into equation (2.89) yields

(2.10r)
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.f," (r) . r(: -,)t,' (,) - (zs + r - z.tr",').r, (,")

= o*r(i -,).",-(2" +r-2)",').o,,

- 2a, ! -Q *2s+ I - Zl,'). o,,

| +**1" -.)v\ò= t"v{')

This equation can also be written as

| +**+þ - k)' -Tla't = )"" '/4')

Si^ce 
O!; 

= *,the above equation can turther be written as

| +* *+o o)'] Áò =(^.1)ø't

(2.r02)

r

=2a.!*o'r

since neither at or s is zero. This problem persists through each odd order series solution

and thus the whole set of solutions corresponding to

{",-o
lat=c

(2. r03)

should be dropped. This is equivalent to setting k=2n, where n, is an integer. This

choice is confirmed by the consideration of the orthogonalization of the set of

eigenfirnctions. If the variable r ranges from -oO to @ , the odd set of solutions

Í(r) -r which is antisymmetric with respect to r = 0 is automatically orthogonal to the

even set since fr,(r) - oo is symmetric with respect to r = 0. However, when r e(0,*),

fo and f, can not be orthogonal to each other.

We now return to equation (2.80) and solve it by omitting the n ^ 4

(2.r04)

, 1Z.tOS¡

(2.106)

where we set \ = k. This is exactly a one dimensional harmonic oscillator centered at

ro = k and the corresponding eigenvalues of this equation are then
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( *!\-LA'=l' 
2 ) 2

The resulting wavefunctions are of the 
f_;p

v,þ) - t-T .f ,(t -.0 )

(2.107)

H. G. Reik has obtained exact solutions to the two Longuet-Higgins recurrence relations

[48] with isolated exact solutions for linear eØ E systems obtained by Judd [a9]. He

found that the numerical calculations strongly support the conjecture of the exact solution

toward the linear eØ E Jahn-Teller Hamiltonian [50]. Unfortunately, the exactly analytic

form of solutions could be very hard to obtain for our equation (2.80) which
/ r\

simultaneously has both the term (-fr) 
^"dl + l. f *" assume the equation (2.80) has

\2r" )
a solution of form of

t\2
lr-ro )

v,0)-r'e-Tf,(r)
t\2
\r- ro )

the terms of r" and e- z will secure the right behavior of the wavefunction at the

singular points of r = 0 and r -) Ø. This leads to a differential equation
/ ^ ' ful -(r, *T-+- zz]'lr(,) = o (2 ro)-f"(')+2l !-r+k lf '(t)*|\r )" lr [ 2 ))

Again, assuming a series solution f (r) to this equation where
@

f (r) =Zouro

we have

(n + z)(n + 2 s + l) o o*, + 2 k(n+ s + l)øo*, +lz l" + k2 - (zn + 2 s 
-+l)fa o = o (2 -112)

which is a three term recurrence relation and cannot be analytically reduced to a simple

two-term recurrence relation. The difficulty may come from the more than one symmetric

center present in the Hamiltonian where the potential term ( +r'- ¿t'ì centers at r = k
\2 )

-2while the term 4 centers at r = 0. For this reason we have to again compromise on
2r'

treatingthe terms of (-W - grz cos3ç) variationally.

(2.108)

(2.10e)

(2.1 11)
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To solve equation (2.80) numerically, we choose the real forms of the eigenfunction of

equation (2.81)

(2.r13)

,^
as our basis set, where s(m) = 

I + 
"! 
I: 4m' 

and the angular quantum m 2 0 is halÊinteger
¿

for Jahn-teller systems. The radial function -f ,(r) is a finite polynomial of order of an even

integer n and the coefficients of the polynomial satisfy the recurrence relation of equation

(2.99). Correspondingly, we rewrite the Hamiltonian

| _,:

q?i,ç,r) =lr"e-T 'f ̂ (r)cos*ç

lr""-; ¡,(r)sinmç

H=Ho+V=Ho+Hl+H2

Ho =-!( 4-41 *!,,2\ù' r' ) 2

where

Hl= -lcr

H2=-grz cos3g

Following the variational method, we choose n

(i = 1,2,---n) and constructure trial function y
+

V = 
_LciTi

(2.115)

(2.116)

(2.r17)

linear independent basis sets îl¡

(2.rt4)

(2.1 18)

The matrix elements for the zero order Hamiltonian I10 are thus
ff r\ .l

H|,,,.-r,r=lln** l* s(m)16^,^16^,, (2.rr9)
L\ z/ I _

where nl,n|=0,2,4...are half-integers and s(z) -t+'ltjqm'. The matrix elements
2

for the linear perturbation t-:t- Hl are,tt-u"T,Ot 
| ,z

Ht"^t^.^,.,=(,"'r*r.,(')::"'[;ißlr-"1,"',-*.r.,þf ,iÍ::ß)
- 

( ;1; l ßl:::[::ß) (' "'r'q' (' ) 

l' l' 
" 

"-* 
¡ "Ø)

Integration of the angular part is relatively simple since we have

(2.r20)
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?28

!¡" sin(mtcp)sin(mzç)ds = 16^,,,

f" sin(mtp)cos(mzç)de = o
P2r

J'" cos(mrç) sin(n2ç)de = o

!" "or(*tç)cos(mzrp)dg 
= n6^,^,

The integration of the radial 
fu* 

t:, 
| | ,2 \

I, = (r"e-T .f ^(r)lrlr""-z Í,r(r)l\||

= Iî f ,r(r).f ,r(r)r "'*"'*' e-¿ !. rdr

nl n2

= ).).o,o- f-¡t*'*"t*"2+r"-r2 d,
H- . J JO
t=0 i=0

ul nl

where we had set that f ,,(r) -2o,r' and f,r(r) =}o,ri and i and j naturally, should

(2.r2r)

(2.r22)

(2.r23)

(2.r24)

(2.12s)

(2.t26)

(2.r27)

j--o

be even integers. It should be noted that the !. ,d, in the above equation comes from the
r

fact that the basis functions yo^r,, and yo^r,, contnbute a { ."rp""tively because of the
1r

non-linear transformation (Þ'(r, ç) = JrO(r,rp) *e made while the integrand also changes

from &dy to rdrdg when transformed from two dimensional Cartesian coordinates to

polar coordinates. Although i and j are integers, however s(m) =t+ Jt:qnf is not. In
L

general, the integral

I(a) = [- r"e-" d,

where ø is real and non-integer is not analytical. Integration by parts yields

I(a)=#'(r-z)
We can therefore use step-down integration technique until ø is reduced to a value

0<a<2 and then treat the remaining integral numerically. This reduces significantly

computational times because integrals involving sets of basis functions with colnmon s

values will require only a few numerical integrations.
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The matrix elements for H2 can also be treated in the same way

H22t^.^,., = (,"',l r.,(')ï1;i ßl-*'"o,rø)l,."' "'i .,*(ò",?Í';:ß)

= -'(ï[::ßl*"'l:::[::ß)('"'r 
'" '''1"|"''f, '"(')) 

t"'*r

= - 
" 

( ï [ :ißl* ",1:::[:lß)'.,,',
where

I ,,(r) = (r"'r-* ¡,,,r,1r'lr" ri ,,,rr)

= IÏ f ̂ (r).f ,r(r)r"'*"*'e-¡ !' rdr

nl n2

= 22 o,o, li r t*'*"t*"2+2 r- r2 ¿,
t=0 t=0

Again, the evaluation of J-r'*'*"t*"t*'e-" dr will be taken care of by the step-down

relation (2.127) and numerical integration. The formulae for these angular integrations are 
,

obtained using the trigonometric identities

sin(ø + å) = sin q'cosb + cosd' sin å

sin(a - å) = sina' cosó - cosa' sin ó

"os(o 
+ b) = cosa' cosó - sin ø' sin á

cos(a - b) =cosa' cosá + sina' sinå

For example we have

-";î':::l:,:::^mzç)de= * l, 
"["or(*r - *2) q - cos(,,l + m2) o]cosz ça,

= 
1 []"[ro, (*r - m2 + 3) ç -cos(zl - m2 - t) ç]¿çlJo t

(2.rze)

(2. r30)

(2.131)

(2.r32)

(2.r33)

(2.r34)
- 1 

f"f.or(ml+ m2 +3)ç- cos(lzl + m2 - 3) 9
lto t

lL^ lo^

= jÒnr-mzxz -lÒnr+mzxt

l¿ç
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Similarly, we have
r2t / \

[" 
" sin(ml, ç) cos 3 pcos(mz ç) drp = g

!'" "or(*tç)cos3psin( 
mzç)d9 -- o

t2,
), cos(ml rp) cos3 p cos (mz fi dp = 

T 
u 

^r- ^r=t 
+ | õ a* ^z't

More details of the calculational procedure can be found in Appendix C.

(2.r3s)

(2.r36)

(2.1,37)

(2.r4r)

(2.r42)

2.5 Gorrecting Potential

One may ask the question whether there is a way to correct the adiabatic approach further

beyond the Born-Huang approximation. Consider again the linear Jahn-Teller system. If

we expand the adiabatic Hamiltonian set of equations (3.8) and (3.9) with real electronic

wavefunctions, the resulting wave equations have the form of

(2.138)

(2.r3e)

where

(2.r40)

is our previous adiabatic Hamiltonian of the lower electronic state and V'=Zlcr is the

additional potential for the higher electronic state. We now assume that there exists a

correcting potential /(r) which corresponds to the effect of the coupling t"r !! ø,
2r" âo

and is defined by

(uo - e)ø, +#â@z = o

(Ho *v'-")*,-#â@r =o

" 
= 
[+[ :*(,*) *.ï#)*],' -.)

(no-e)ø,=f(r)ø,

Substitution of equation(2.141) into equation (2.138) yields
u?, 

= -zr, ¡(r)ø,
âp

âA
Applying a to equation (2.139) and since f commutes with energy operator, we have

d(p o9
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(ø. * n'-r)âø,- þfi*, =(Ho+v'-t)l-zr'.f (r)o,f - ##@t =o

(2.r43)

Since Ø, is eigenstat 
" 

of * with eigenvalue of -m' inthe linear Jahn-Teller case and
âç'

V'= Zkr, we can rewrite the above equation as

(u o - e)(zr' ¡ (r) @,) * zkr' f (r) ø, = fi ø, (2.144)

which can also be written as 
a

f(", - e),zr'¡(r)]ø, + zr'¡(r)(no - e)a, +2tçr'-f (r)Ø, = # @, Qlts)

where the first term within the square bracket represents the commutation of the two

operators. Considering the equation (z.La\ the second term in the above equation

becomes 2r'.f'(r)ør. We can also make equation (2.145) simpler by assuming that the

function 7(r) tras a form ,'-f(r)=c where c is a constant. This makes the whole

commutator equal to zero. The result is thus

zr' .f '(r) a, +Zkr'Í(r) ø, = 4 ø,' 2r"

which means that f (r) should satisfy

, *r\1
.f = -kr +ltc'r' .¡¡ 

)

(2.146)

This form of f (r) does not exactly

However in the limiting cases when

(2.147)

assumption that r2 f (r) = ".
and when k is very large f

satisfy the former

k-+0. f -+!=
2r"

approaches zero (this actually reflects the fact that BH approximation is good at large k)

then r'f (r) = c holds and the commutator is zero. In the cases when k is small when the

correcting term is mostly needed, we may argue that the requirement of rzf(r)=c

should also be roughly met and the commutator is, at least, insignificant. According to the

Hylleraas-Undheim-MacDonald theorem [69], the adiabatic Born-Huang approúmation

gives the upper bound for all the states. Taking the expectation value of (2.141) with the

Born-Huang \ryave functio4 (Þ"", yields
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E sÍr - " = (e uo l/1o"") (2.148)

Inspection of (2.147) shows that the correcting potential f is always positive and thus as

expected

taH > t

If we now set Í =+ and solve (2.141), we
2r'

(2.r4e)

obtain eigensoluti on, {, ^,r,,,ó ^,r,,}.

(2.1s0)

(2.rsz)

Taking the expectation value of (2.141) with Q 
^,r,, 

yields

(* 
^,r,,líolÞ ^,r,,) 

- " = (* .,r,,1Í1, ^,r,,)

or

€ mtz,, - " = (* _,r,,l.fla ^,r,,) 
- (* ^,r,,1þl* ^,r,,)

Because f <+ asdefinedbyequation (2.147),weseethattherightside of (2.150)is" 2r"

negative and hence we have a lower bound

€lt^,r,, (2.151)

This confirms a theorem of Bratlsev [70]. From these considerations, we expect the

existence of such a correcting potential will provide a satisfactory correction to our BH

adiabatic approach and we will incorporate this correction by using a simple first order

perturbation treatment.

Assume the vibronic system has a solution according to equation (2.141), where .I1o is the

BH adiabatic Hamiltonian and f is the correcting potential which can be written as

Í =zlú,)(ø,lrlþ,)(þ,1
i,j

Here lø,) is the i'th eigen solution of the BH approximation which is obtained when f is

set to zero. In the case of linear Jahn-Teller system, we make the approximation that the

first order perturbation correction is the only error of the BH approximation. Thus for a

particular state ofl Vr,)
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€L, = -(v "lllv,) + e"uu Q.r53)

We define the energy difference, Ââ,, as

Ltr=tnur-,"rn (2.rs4)

Substitution of (2. 152) into (2.153) yields after rearrangement

\,, =E(, .llú,)(ó,1¡lø ,)(ø ,llv "| (2.1ss)
,IJ

However I W,) AV definition is a variational solution found from the basis set of 
| /, ) and

can be expanded as

lv,) =Zu,,lú,) (2-rs6)

where LI," is an element of an unitaryrnu,n*. The equati on (2.155) can then be rewritten

as

Le, =>,uLf,.,U, (2.157) ,

where

f,.¡ = (ø,1¡lø,) t2.158)

Since UU* = 1, we finally obtain

f,.¡ =lu,,tl,,L", (2'159)

We now use these f,.¡'s to construct the correcting potential f using exact linear Jahn-

Teller diabatic results and then solve the quadratic Jahn-Teller problem by putting the BH

result and perturbation correction together as

"' * (v ,lnolv,,) - (v,l¡lv ") Q.r6o)
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Chapter 3 Results And Discussion

3.0 Introduction

In this chapter we will first compare the different approaches for solving the linear and

quadratic e Ø E Jahn-Teller systems. These include exact diabatic solutions and the

Born-Huang, Born-Oppenheimer adiabatic methods previously examined by Thompson,

Truhlar and Mead to the linear cases [23]. We will also carry out our second order

adiabatic approach to "real" X, systems and our results will be compared with the

corresponding experimental spectroscopic results as well as other available theoretical

analyses. And finally, a brief discussion will be given.

3.1 The Linear Jahn-Teller Models

The theoretical investigation of Jahn-Teller X, systems dates back to the pioneering work

of Longuet-Higgins and co-workers [2], 22]. Since then, a number of papers have given

more strictly obtained formulae and more complete accounts, as for example the works of '

Mead and co-workers [23, 25], Bersuker and Polinger [30]. The linear diabatic model

Hamiltonian ofvibronic X, system ì

(3. 1)

can be easily exactly solved today. This was first solved by Longuet-Higgins and co-'

workers inthe late 1950's 121,22f. They adopted two sets of trial functions ?* and q-

which were composed of basis functions of T",¡

Htn = -)v' *ir' . *(:- ';)

Q* = otîl ¡ttz.¡-rrz + atT ¡*trz.i-ttz*"'

T- = dzqj+rtz,j+rtz + aaîl¡*srz,¡+rtz+"'

(3.2a)

(3.2b)
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.1^I n,

where j are halÈintegers (see section 2.4) corresponding to the quantum number m of the

rotational wavefunctions of et'^' whlle the radial functions are the even set of one

dimensional harmonic oscillator functions 17" where the radial quantum number u = i + 1z

for r7, respectively. Applying the variation method to the linear vibronic Hamiltonian (3.1)

under the basis set of 17* yields a matrix equation for each quantum number m

,r-*!t * t
.3t *t

kh

0

(3.3)

the result thus

rF.+
0

kú

i*:-^ k

tcli +i i
0

t'Ji
.9^t+t-

:

0

f.IJlr1--
ï'2

7
+--./L

2

kJl

-0

ar

a2

a3

a"

cls

obtained the exact diabatic linear Jahn-Teller solution. Besides exact solutions, some

simpler analytical results have also been proposed for practical purposes in asymptotic

cases. When k becomes small, the second order perturbation theory gives an approximate
ì

vibronic energy pattern

whose eigenvalues are dimensionless ^ E"
energy 1, = Tr". 

We will call

x(,,i)=v* +-+o'**

l(r,i) = v *1 - U *lrlO'

This approximation fails badly except for the lowest two or three eigenvalues, the smallest

values of j and very small values of k. When k becomes large, there is a model called

adiabatic free rotation (AFR)

(3.4)

(3.s)
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Most real systems are usually cases of intermediate Jahn-Teller interaction and should be

handled with more sophisticated methods.

If we now apply the unitary transformation S to the diabatic Hamiltonian of equation (3. i)

in the similar way as we did to the second order dynamic Jahn-Teller Hamiltonian in the

last chapter with the only difference that S is now

s=i(":: "_;:,)

then

(3.6)

(3.7)

where

and

Hoa -- S.lls =,S*I^S + ^S"Ud,,s = \o *U"o

(r,_4 þâ)
''--1 í*' ': -#)

uoa=fiu." , o 
Iaa 

I o in-*)

(3.8)

(3.e)

Neglecting the coupling terms existing in the kinetic energy gives two totally independent

equations

( -t(,,
|"
I

\.

r\ I-17)*t'
0

'+lcr

_I(,,_
0

#)*i,' ,] 
(å;)= ,[å;)

(3.10)

Thompson, Truhlar and Mead [23] called this adiabatic Hamiltonian the Born-Huang

approximation because of the presence of the adiabatic correction or the Born-
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Oppenheimer diagonal correction term of 4. tn", called the adiabatic approximation
8r'

without this correction

(-!r'+!r'+ro o
12 2

I o -!v'*!r'\22
,'l tå,)='(å;) (3 

")

the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. The adiabatic Hamiltonian we choose is actually

one of the pair of the energy eigenequations in their linear Born-Huang approximation

plus the quadratic coupling term. The basis functions we choose however is much different

from theirs. We will first test the linear form of our adiabatic Hamiltonian with the exact

linear Jahn-Teller (LJT) solution. We choose three cases, i.e. 1e1.0,È2.O and k:3.0,

since it is shown that for the cases of k < I the adiabatic approximations fit worse and

worse and thus become eventually meaningless. When 1F3.0 the approximation has been

tested and found to be of excellent agreement so it is unnecessary to go beyond l=3.0 for

the linear case. However for the quadratic Jahn-Teller effect, we will include the case of

k:4.0. The results of the calculations are listed in Tables 3.1-3.3 where we chose

Øo =IOOcm-r, a typical value for X, metallic systems. Energies listed in the tables are in

cm-t ,¡¡tth absolute values reported for the ground state (0, ll2) and relative values with

respect to the ground state are given for the excited states. We also have carried out more

extensive studies of several sample states to see how well the adiabatic approaches fit the

exact linear diabatic solution with a finer change of k. We chose the transitions of (0, 3/2)

to (0, l./2) and (I, l/2) to (0, llz)by selecting 21 points between leO and k:4.0. These

results are plotted in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. These curves look similar to those obtained by

Thompsoq Truhlar and Mead [23].

From these tables and figures we can draw the following information. The Born-Huang

(BfÐ approximation fits poorly at small k's and with the increasing of k, it proves

eventually a satisfactory approach. When k -+ 3, all the relative errors (e%) of every
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Table 3.I Linear Jahn-Teller EffÊect when k:l

(v,i) LJT BH €(%) BO E(%)

0. r12 ¿).J 35.4 51.9 23.7 t.7

0.3/2 61.1 55.9 8.5 62.r 1.6

t. r/2 125.5 149.1 18.8 t46.6 16.8

0, s/2 t30.7 124.0 5.1 t32.1 1.1

0- 7/2 204.8 T97.4 3.6 206.4 3.6

r.312 208.2 213.3 2.4 2t8.9 5.1

2. r/2 233.6 308.7 32.1 305.3 30.7

0- 9/2 281.9 274.0 2.8 283.5 0.6

r. s/2 287.6 287.0 0.2 294.8 2.5

3. r/2 320.2 352.8 to.2 362.7 13.3

Table 3.ZLinear Jahn-Teller Effect when k:2

(v, i) LJT BH s(%) BO e(%)

0. Llz -t44.6 -143.4 0.8 -148.2 2.5

0.312 28.6 28.5 0.3 30. I 5.2

0.5/2 70.5 70.3 0.3 72.8 3.2

t, t/2 108. I 1t2.7 4.3 109.5 1.3

0.7/2 t20.3 120.1 0.2 t23.0 ))

t.3/2 150.2 t52.1 1.3 152.9 1.8

0.9/2 t75.4 175.2 0.1 178.4 t.7

r.5/2 201.1 202.4 0.6 204.7 r.7

2. t/2 222.8 234.3 5.2 230.6 3.5

0.7U2 234.5 236.2 0.7 237.7 t.4
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Table 3.3 Linear Jahn-Teller Effect when le3

(r, j) Rel. LJT Rel. BH s(%) Rel. BO s(%)

o,l/2 -398.29 -398.26 0.0 -399.98 0.4

0.3/2 12.85 12.92 0.5 13.09 1.9

0.5/2 35.98 36.1 I 0.4 36.46 1.3

0.7/2 66.89 67.08 0.3 67.58 1.0

r. r/2 101.06 101.28 0.2 t00.29 0.8

0,912 I03.81 t04.04 0.2 t04.66 0.8

t- 3/2 tt9.t2 119.45 0.3 I 19.10 0.02

0, rl/2 145.48 t45.73 0.2 146.46 0.7

r.5/2 T48.28 148.68 0.3 t48.73 0.3

1,7/2 184.72 185.16 0.2 185.48 0.4

Table 3.4 Error and the ronding Expectation Value of r

BH aooroximation when lel BH approximation when k:2

(r, j)
^

8(%) Exp. r (v, i)
^

e(%) Exo. r

0.312 -0.052 8.5 1.831 0.312 -0.001 0.3 2.337

r. t/2 0.236 r8.8 1.988 0.512 -01002 0.3 2.570

0.5/2 -0.067 5.1 2.r13 t. T/2 0.046 4.3 2.350

0.712 -0.074 3.6 2.362 0.7/2 -0.002 0.2 2.788

1,312 0.051 2.4 2.228 t.3/2 0.019 1.3 2.599

2. t/2 0.751 32.1 2.380 o-912 -0.002 0.1 3.t79

0- 912 -0.079 2.8 2.585 r.512 0.013 0.6 2.991

T-,512 -0.006 0.2 2.462 2. Tlz 0.1 15 5.2 2.830

3,ll2 0.327 r0.2 2.789 o- tt/z 0.017 0.7 2.659

alue of
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Figure 3.1 The energygaps of transitions from (0, 3f2) to (0,1f2) with different k values.

The curve of E1 corresponding to B-H approximation results. E2 corresponding to B-O

approimation results and E3 is the exact diabatic results-
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The curve of E1 corresponding to B-H approximation results. E2 corresponding to B-O

approximation results and E3 is the exact diabatic results.
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single level are well below |o/o. Evenat a moderate k = 2, if we exclude j
1l

the (1, )), (2,1¡, etc. levels, the error is still within a range below l.3yo.
¿¿

Oppenheimer (BO) approximation has a similar behavior although it is a little better than

BH at small k while worse when k is large. Besides depending on k, the adiabatic

approaches also show an improvement with increases of angular quantum number 7. The

main error may come from the dropping of the oñdiagonal coupling term which is
I

proportionalto ,þ.In the linear e Ø E vibronic cases, the distorted equilibrium is at the

bottom of the trough of the adiabatic surface of the previous mentioned Mexican hat

whose radius r, is equal to k. Thus when coupling is strong, the system will be remarkably

shifted from the D* crossing point to the r" = k circular energy minimum. The depth of
y-Z

this well ir ! and when k is large the motion of the system is mostly restricted to around
2

this minimum. In this situation, especially the lowest vibronic states will be well below the

conical point where the potential energy ß + higher and thus the neglecting of the
L

interaction between the states of the two adiabatic potential surfaces is justified. Also,

when v or j is large, there will be a corresponding enlargening of the equilibrium distance

r, in these vibrationally or vibronically excited states due to the extra centrifugal effect

which sends the system further away from the D* symmetric point. Thus the adiabatic

approximation should fit better to these excited states than to the lower states providing

they do not rise close to or surpass the Jahn-Teller stabilization energy Eo.We also note

the distribution of errors in the two adiabatic approximations. The Born-Huang

approximation has a more. systematic pattern of, error than the Born-Oppenheimer

approximation. As shown in Table 3.2, when È2, the most significant error of the Born-

Huang approach exists as 4.3Yoto the state (1, *) und 5.2%o to Q,+) while the errors to
Z/-

other states are below I.3yo. However, for the Born-Oppenheimer approximation there is

not such a clear classification of error. This suggests the Born-Huang approximation is the

I
= - set l.e.

2

The Born-
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right adiabatic approach we should choose. As for the inherent error of the adiabatic

approaches, we believe it is related somehow to the average radius of the corresponding

states since the neglected coupling term is proportionaf to {. We list the expectation
r"

values of radius of the Born-Huang adiabatic states in Table 3.4. Although we can see a

tendency of improving results associated with increasing r, value, nevertheless, no simple

relation can be extracted.

3.2 The Quadratic Jahn-Teller Model

One of the earliest reports of an optical spectrum of a vibronic X, system is the work by

Woste's group in 1979 on .|y'a, [51]. On the theoretical side, Morse, Hopkins, Langridge-

Smith and Smalley [24] camed out the first diabatic quadratic treatment on their

experimental spectra of the excited '8" state of Cu, which is subject to Jahn-Teller effect.

The diabatic vibronic Hamiltonian which they used was the same developed long ago by

Longuet-Higgins and co-workers Í21,, 22f while the convenient set of basis functions

chosen are the eigenfunctions of a harmonic oscillator for the totally symmetric vibration

and the eigenfunctions of the isotropic two-dimensional harmonic oscillator for the

vibronic modes of motion. Later Thompson, Truhlar and Mead 123, 25] using a

generalized diabatic Hamiltonian derived to second order were able to fit the same

,

spectrum much more accurately. The difference between these two diabatic approaches

was that Thompsoq Truhlar and Mead used a Hamiltonian and basis functions expressed

in real coordinates of Q, and Q, instead of the polar coordinate of r and p used before in

the linear vibronic cases and omitted the erroneous rcos3p term found in the potential of

Smalley's group. Writing the diabatic vibronic Hamiltonian of equation (2.58) in Q and

Q, coordinates results in a unitless form used by Truhlar's group
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H -t( # #+xz+Y' o ìA-tl o # #+x,+r,)| + r(-i i).r(,'_;;,' 
-;y,,) (3.r2)

Later, similar diabatic approaches were applied by various groups, for example, by

Dugourd and co-workers to the ground states of Li, [52], by Zwaruiger, Whetten and

Grant [53], as well as Truhlar, Thompson and Mead [54] to the ground state of Cur, and

finally by E. E. Wedum and co-workers to the ground and excited states of ,4gr [55].

We continue testing our adiabatic approximation using now the quadratic Jahn-Teller

model which in addition to the parameter k has another parameter g, which is proportional

to the height of the 3-fold local barrier. Based on our analysis from the linear vibronic

cases, we will choose k = 1.5, 2.0 and 4.0 and examine g = 0.1,0.01 and 0.001

associated with different k values' We choose again @o = Lo\cm-t for convenience' These

results are shown in Tables 3.5-3.7 and Figures 3.3-3.11. For comparison, exact diabatic

results found by solving Truhlar's Hamiltonian are also presented. It can be seen that in the

cases of small and moderate g values, the quality of the quadratic adiabatic approximatioq

like the linear adiabatic approach, is mostly determined by parameter k and becomes fair

enough between lc"l.s and 1c2.0. When k is getting larger, \¡/e expect an even better

agreement which is shown by the results of 1c4.0, 50.01 and k:4.0, 50.001- When

1ç¡4.0, there essentially are no significant gaps between the two approaches when 50.01

and 90.001, however for the case of 1F4.0, g:0.1, the approach degenerates a little

which may be caused by an insufficient basis set size in the adiabatic approach which is

limited to approximately 300 functions due to the numerical precision of our program. The

corresponding diabatic results are obtained with a basis set of size of 900 functions. From

the cases of 1e1.5 and k-1.0 and 90.01, 0.001, we can also see that the worst errors
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l
2

exist in the series of m = which is also the situation of the linear cases. This confirms

that in quadratic adiabatic approach the errors come from the adiabatically neglected

coupling terms which are mostly associated to the linear ones. Thus we anticipate that the

introduction of the correction of the linear terms will largelyat"lï" the error. For the

cases of strong g values, the significant error associated with I v,; I levels are somehow
\'2)

reduced while some levels which previously agreed well in weaker g systems degenerate

remarkably. This again may suggest that there is no simple form of a general formula for

the error of the adiabatic approach.

Another very important phenomenon confirmed in our adiabatic approach is the right

symmetry properties of the energy levels of the X, vibronic system. It is well known that

the ordinary Born-Oppenheimer adiabatic approximation fails in the cases when the non-

adiabatic effect is not neglectable. This was pointed out by M. Broyer and co-workers for

the bound vibronic states t56]. M. Baer and co-workers found a single adiabatic potential

surface may lead to erroneous results when a multi-valued solution is required in the

studying of reactive scattering processes [57]. However, in our adiabatic approach, when

we adopt the halÊinteger eigenvalue for internal rotation motion and diabatic g value we

carL not only obtain reasonable energy levels but also the splitting of the ]; t".ies levels

which is caused by the lowering of the symmetry of the system Uy turning-on the g value.

As shown by our results, when g:0.01 and 90.001, the energy levels can still be assigned

with adiabatic pseudo-rotational halÊinteger levels; however when g is increased to 50.1,

the split is so strong that we can no longer adopt the pseudo-rotation pattern. In the cases

of 9:0.001, the multiple of i levels are slightly split. When 90.01, the splits are much

11 3
bigger, for example the level of (t,7) even falls between the two split levels of (2, , -)

aa
and (2,1 +) in the case of 1F4.0, g0.01. When g eventually increases into g:0.1, the

L
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Figure 3.3 The vibronic levels of k=1.; g=0.1 system' The lines on the

left side correspond to BH approximation and the lines on the right side

is the result of exact quadratic diabatic results.
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Figure 3.6 The vibronic levels of k=2, g=0.1 system. The lines on the
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Figure 3.9 The vibronic levels of k=4, g=0.1 system. The lines on the

lefr side correspond to BH approximation and the lines on the right side

is the result of exact quadratic diabatic results.
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energy levels become close to sets of a three-fold degenerate pattern which reflects the

strong trapping of the system into the one of the three global minima and under this

situation normal mode assignment becomes possible. In summary, our adiabatic approach

agrees well with the conventional diabatic approach for a large range of k and g values and

most of the rich information of the static and dynamic phenomena can be observed and

reproduced on a single adiabatic potential surface. This can also be seen in our later

discussion of real vibronic X, systems.

In Tables 3.5-3.7 we also report the results of BH adiabatic approximation after first order

perturbation correcting. These are listed in columns under the title of CBH (corrected BH

approximation). We can see that in the cases of medium k values (e.g. k:1.5, k=2.0),

some results are dramatically improved (for the cases of 50.01 and y0.001). Even for

the worst case, m= I ,"ri"r, the corrected results agreevery well with the exact diabatic
z

results. However, we also notice that the perturbation corrections for the systems of large

g values and hence a strong quadratic effect become less effective. This is because in our

calculation of the first order perturbation correction, we made use of the error Âe

obtained from the corresponding linear Jahn-Teller system which becomes less accurate

when the g value of system is big (e.g g:0.1).

3.3 Experimental X, systems

The Ground State of Li^

Zf, was first experimentally studied through electronic spin resonance of clusters trapped

in matrices [58, 59]. These experiments suggested a completely fluxional molecule i.e.

near free pseudorotation model for Lir. Theoretical investigations also supported this

suggestion [60, 6l]. Recently, the gas-phase two photon ionization spectra of ttZl, also

'7q



became available from the work of Woste and co-workers [52]. Spectra for other isotopes

tnLi, and'oLi - are also available162] although we will not discuss them in this thesis. The

obtained spectrum of t'Li, includes two transitions between the ground state and the

excited state which were labeled the A state for the transition at |4583cm-t and the C

state for the other one at 2l54lcm-t above the ground state. These experiments have

improved on the signal-to-noise ratio and thus can provide reliable hot-band structure. As

we discussed in Chapter 1, the vaporized gas phase cluster samples are usually cooled

down by being subjected to an adiabatic expansion together with an inert gas carrier. The

cooled samples are then used for experimental analysis. When the pressure of the inert gas

carrier is high, the cooled sample clusters can be assumed to be entirely frozen to the

lowest level of the ground state after the adiabatic expansion. The resulting TPI spectrum

obtained from these frozen clusters is called cold-band. As reviewed in Chapter 1, a

tunable laser is used to search through the subJevel on the electronic ground and excited

states while a second laser ionizes the clusters in the excited state. Once the frrst laser is

tuned into a resonance between the ground state and one of the sub-levels on the excited

state, it will pump sample clusters up to this sub-level of the excited state. The second

laser then picks up and ionizes the excited clusters and a mass spectrometer collects these

ion signals corresponding to the resonance transitions. If the pressure of inert gas carrier is

reduced, the cluster samples will not be frozen enough and some of them remain in the

excited levels of the ground electronic state. This will cause a change to the resulting

spectrum and the newly added lines in the spectrum are called hot band which carry the

information of the structure of the ground state. In general, hot bands. refer to transitions

that originate or terminate from vibrational states with v > 0. They are usually observed

when gas sample is heated.

Woste and co-workers also carried out theoretical analysis to the spectrum they obtained.

They adopted the quadratic diabatic vibronic Hamiltonian of the form of equation (2.58)



Table 3.8 Vibronic Levels of Ground State of Li^ (in cm
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and applied the variational approach on a basis set of 30 harmonic oscillator solutions of

the zeroth-order approximation. The fitting parameters they obtained are k=1.84,

9--0.025 and øo =lí\cm-t and their assignment of the energy levels is listed in the

fourth column of Table 3.8. Feeding these parameters into our adiabatic Hamiltonian

yields energy levels which agree fairly well with both the experimental and diabatic

theoretical results (column 4 of Table 3.8). The energy levels are labeled after the halÊ

integer adiabatic free rotation labels (column I of Table 3.8) since in this case 8: = 0.025 is

small enough to fit into this model. From the Table 3.8 we can tell that the first order

adiabatic-free-rotator model of equation (3.5) fails badly in frtting the energy pattern

(column 2 of Table 3.8) inspite of the relatively small g value. It cannot describe the split

3..
of the i/ levels and deviates largely from the other energy levels. However, our single

L

potential surface adiabatic approach agrees well with the two potential surfaces diabatic

results and both fit the experimental spectrum very well. It is noted that the parameter

k=1.84 and g=0.025 were obtained by least squares fitting with the diabatic

Hamiltonian with a basis limited to only 30 harmonic oscillator solutions. This basis set is

too small. We obtained a fitting by using the downhill simplex algorithm in

multidimensions [67] within our program for computing adiabatic model energies and

eigenfunctions. For a basis set of 300 functions, the parameters we obtained for the first

several energy levels are k = 1.73 and g = 0.037. The results are listed in column seven of

Table 3.8. In the column six we list the results of BH approximation corrected by the first

order perturbation treatment. It shows that the agreement becomes better after this

modification.
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The Ground State of Cu.

The system of Cu, is one of the most studied examples from both the experimental [39,

63] and theoretical [64,65] sides. However, the first gas phase spectroscopy of Curwas

not reported until l9S3 1241. M. D. Morse and co-workers obtained the resonant t\¡/o-

photonionization spectroscopy of excited E" state in the region of 5430 - 5225) aboue

the ground state by depletion through predissociation, and by radiation repopulation of

excited vibrational states in a cold supersonic molecular beam (as we discussed in

introduction). They assigned the spectrum to a 'Eu< 'E' transition of a D* Cu, with

both states undergoing Jahn-Teller distortions. This excited E" state was later studied

again by Thompson, Truhlar and Mead [23] with the diabatic dynamic model of equation

(3.12). This system exhibits a weak Jahn-Teller effect with É =0.273, g=0.127. From

our previous test, systems with such a small k value are not well approximated by the

adiabatic approach. The dispersed fluorescence spectra of gas phase Cz, which shows

vibrational or more exactly, vibronic levels of ground state was reported by Rohlfing and

Valentini in 1986 [66]. Their spectra consist of two transitions where transition from

vibronic ground level on excited electronic state, .8"(0)-+E', was labeled spectrum A

and the transition from excited level E" (l46cm-') - E' was labeled spectrum B. Since

both the lowest origin and the band shifted to the blue by L46cm-t are all of '8"

symmetry, because of the selection rule [41, 66], they can only fluoresce to E vibronic

states on the ground state. However, according to the assignment of the excited state E"

by Trutrlar and co-workers [23], there is a state of A", vibronic symmetry just 0.3øz-'

below the y46cm-r Brr state. It is thus possible for Coriolis interactions to mix these

nearby vibronic states [53]. This explains why comparing with spectrum A" spectrum B

has a few more band peaks that were assigned as A vibronic states. Zwarøiger and co-

workers also fitted these emission spectra with the quadratic diabatic Hamiltonian in a

basis of isotropic harmonic oscillator wave functions. The parameters for the ground state



Table 3.9 Vibronic Levels of Ground State of Cu, (in cm-')

Experimental Diabatic BH CBH Fittine Result Svmmetry

16 tt.7 t2.r t2.5 16.0 A

97.2 97.4 98.0 100.3 A

100 101.1 103.1 100.3 97.7 E

153 t43.1 t47.4 1,46.0 143.8 E

144 I48.0 150.5 t47.8 152.5 A

220.0 225.9 225.1 A

220 223.0 225.3 223.2 E

230-236-239 234.3 245.5 235.6 E

274 281.3 288.2 287.1 A

304 295.7 303.7 299.4 E

300.7 306.6 299.9 A

324 328.8 33 1.8 330.5 A

352 360.8 375.7 370.9 E

378.8 388.3 385.8 A

378 382.9 39r.9 378.8 E
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of Cu, are øo =l37cm-t, k =I.86 and g = 0.1115. Substitution of these parameters into

our adiabatic Hamiltonian again provides a fairly good agreement between the different

approaches. In Table 3.9 we list in the first column the experimental result of Rohlfrng and

Valentini [66], in the second column the diabatic result from Zwanziger's group [53] and

in the third column, our adiabatic result. The corrected BH result and fitting result are

listed in the fourth and fifth columns respectively. We can see that the correction in this

large g value case is not as satisfactory as in the smaller g Zl, system. In column six, we

indicate the symmetry property of the different levels. We note that some of the A vibronic

states are listed in column 1, while the others are not observable because of the selection

rule which prohibits transitions befween states of E symmetry and states with other kinds

of symmetry. However they can still be predicted by theoretical calculations. It is also

interesting to note that the adiabatic approach seems valid even when the stabilization

enefgy is passed. If we rewrite equation (2.57) in terms of k and g, it becomes

(3 . 13)

which gives a Eo of 267.3cm-1 and 305.0cm-' for the ground state of Li, and Cu,

respectively. Our calculations all exceed this energy of conical intersection in both the

cases and.no radical change is observed. This may suggest that for some reason we are

free from the general assumption that we are dealing with the lowest few levels on the

lower adiabatic potential surfaces when the energies of these states are well below the
t

energy of the conical intersection and thus the effects from the states in the upper potential

surface can be neglected.

3.4 Summary

The Born-Oppenheimer adiabatic approximation has been successfully and widely used in

almost the whole field of physical chemistry. It fails to explain chemical phenomena when

r 0)o kz

2 l-2g
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more than one potential surface is involved. As discussed in this thesis, in the bound

vibronic systems the adiabatic approach can still provide a satisfactory explanation. We

should point out that the adiabatic approach we used in this thesis is, strictly, not a

traditional adiabatic approach. Following our discussion in Chapter Two and stopping at

the first order electronic-nuclear coupling, we can obtain the linear model Hamiltonian

(3.1) of EØe vibronic system. If we drop the oñdiagonal coupling term in the diabatic

potential, we obtain a set of two isotropic harmonic oscillators. We then treat the dropped

term on the basis of these oscillator wavefunctions of ry*. The off-diagonal term only

causes interaction between the states with mr-mz- 1 (or say ffiz=frt +1) on the two

potential surfaces e*. This is because of the form of the coupling term e='' , the

perturbation integrations are zero with other m values. We do not have to bother

postulating m value to be half integer or integer in this diabatic Hamiltonian. This was

confirmed by repeating the diabatic approach used by Truhlar and co-workers [23, 54]. To

obtain the adiabatic Hamiltonian we should carry out the unitary transformation of (3.6) to

the diabatic Hamiltonian which is actually multiplying the diabatic basis functions of Tx

,tnth e*'*'' respectively. So when we change to the adiabatic Hamiltonian of equation
/ . rl

(3.7),the corresponding basis functions are also changed from -et^s to -,'l^=l)*. w'

drop the adiabatic coupling term and choose the lower wave equation of equations (3.10)

that is

| +(:*(, *) #. i#)* *,' - *f*, - ñz (3.14)

we should note that the wavefunction Q, = rfr)d,ç) i' of - 
"(^'I)* 

un¿ thus appþing

r 1l'| ôz l*t; l
operator #æ 

upon it yields . It is then natural to adopt halÊinteger to be

system's angular momentum. Even if we now drop all the adiabatic coupling terms, we still

cannot say this is an exact Born-Oppenheimer adiabatic approach. V/e have taken the half-

integer for momentum of intemal rotation. Without the consideration of the degeneracy
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and the effect from another electronic state, we would have chosen the ordinary integer m

value. Recalling the formula of coupling proposed by Longuet-Higgins [22]

H'= 2lcr cos(ze- ç) = b("'('6-ø) + 
";(ze-ù)

(3.1s)

it should be understood that the electronic motion contributes the half integer part while

the nuclear motion contributes the integer part to the coupled rotational momentum. The

adoption of the halÊinteger m value takes the electronic-nuclear interaction into account

to some extent and compensates for the adiabatic approximation we make, especially to

the systems of large k value. The ordinary adiabatic approximation, i.e. the adiabatic

approximation with integer m, we found provides much poorer results to the vibronic

systems discussed in this thesis. This is also true for the reactive scattering systems where

two potential surfaces for reactants and products are necessary. M. Baer and co-workers

have shown that the usual BO approximation may lead to erroneous results while another

single-potential calculation they called "extended version" of the BO approúmation

simulates correctly almost all two-surface transition probabilities in both the reactive and

non reactive scattering processes [57]. Their extended version of the BO approximation

with the phase factor is actually an equivalent of our halÊinteger Born-Oppenheimer

approximation in bound vibronic systems.

The halÊinteger m value also has efÊect on the boundary condition. The single adiabatic

potential energy for our linear Born-Oppenheimer and Born-Huang approximation are

respectively

(3.16)

(3.r7)

In the ordinary adiabatic approactq m should be chosen integer. So when m = 0, the above

potential surfaces take forms of

uuo =#.ïu -*
uun =#.#.*,'-*
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(Jon=!r'-k
2

(J.- =1* !r' - Io8r' 2

respectively. The potential of (3.18) does not provide a proper repulsive barrier at r = 0 .

We have also con-firmed from calculation that the potential of form of (3. 19) does not give

the right result either, although it does provide a repulsive potential of + at r =0. If we
8r"

wish to retain m as an integer as in the ordinary adiabatic approach, we can incorporate

the rotational momentum half integer, j =m+1, "ondition 
directly into the adiabatic

/-

potentials. This yields

(3. I 8)

(3. 1 e)

(3.20)

(3.2r)

The only difference between the two adiabatic approaches now is the term of ¡!. Since

these potentials can reproduce almost all the

diabatic approactr, we believe the correction

right results of the two-potential surfaces

term of 4 plays an important role. Also
2r"

because the BH approximation is superior to BO approximation, the repulsive potential

term is more properly chosen ro U. ] instead of +.' 4r' 8r'

Nevertheless, we still find relatively big deviation in case of small k. This may be explained

by noting that repulsive potential terms tf # "t # result in a singul arity at r = 0

which is physically proper for a vibronic system undergoing Jahn-Teller effect. This system

will be trnstable at the high sy.mmetric point of r = 0 and thus very unlikely for the

eigenfunction to have a significant density at r = 0. However, this repulsive potential may

be too strong for a system of weak Jahn-Teller effect which due to the sr:rall k value and

low Eo barrier, the dynamic effect between the two potential surfaces can not be totally

neglected. Those repulsive potential terms which become infinitely high when r -+ 0 will
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almost totally preclude the system from those dynamic motions. Some remedy will have to

be made to further improve the adiabatic approaches. For future work, I propose a

concept of an "imaginary hole" in the potential barrier walls. The exact wave equation has

the form

I t(ra(.a\ I l r'\ I I ¡ â
I r-t- ^ * ^ ----; l+lrz - kr lA,+i-i-O, = ñ, (3.22)

L z [t âr\. âr ) .+r'^ 
r' âe' ) 2 ) ' 2r' âq

before we drop the term *(A, and make the adiabatic approximation. We still hold
2r'ôç

the repulsive potential term and prevent the system from moving from one potential

surface to another in real space. Meanwhile, I would open up some holes on the barrier

wall by putting back the coupling 
"t #âÕ,. 

The system can still not move directly

into another electronic state unless it meets with another imaginary term and enters

another electronic state through the imaginary hole. This is consistent with a complex

form of the wavefunction. As we know, in the non degenerate case, \rye can use the real

wavefunction to describe the system. When degeneracy happens, we will have to take a

complex form of wavefunctions which are conjugate with each other at the point of

degeneracy. In the E Ø e vibronic system, we can take it as dual nuclear wavefunctions,

one stays in the space from 0 to 2n while another one moves in the space ftom 2t to 4 tt.

This corresponds to one potential surface with a minimum at ro while another potential

surface for the motion between 2r to +1 ha2 a minimum at -ro. These two sets of

wavefunctions are coupled together AV *4Õ,. So far we are still dealing with a
2r" âç

coupled differential equation since both Õ, and Q, are involved. However, since we

understand the dual potential surfaces and dual wavefunctions in this way, we can assume

the dual wavefunctions are exactly the same functions except they have different phase

factor and are independeni with each other. We then can treat the coupling term

iArit,,1 ,++O, perturbationally. The correction is thus not only dependent on the expectation
2r" ârp

value of r but also on the distribution of the specified wavefunction. When the overlap
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between the dual wavefunctions is large, we may anticipate strong perturbation of levels

from the other dual space through the imaginary couplin f * â*,. 
To confirm the

above assumption seems natural extension of our current work. Recently, we have found

that there exists a correcting potential which can systematically improve the adiabatic

approach through a first order perturbational treatment, although it remains partially

empirical (see section 2.5 and3.2).

Some other prospective directions might include studying the isotopic spectrum with our

optimized coordinates and modification of the adiabatic potential to extend the adiabatic

approach beyond the bound vibronic systems. We may also include the intensities of the

spectrum of the experimental X, systems into our adiabatic study. The pseudo-Jahn-Teller

effect is also a very interesting field. One more thing we would like to examine is the use

of Cartesian coordinates versus polar coordinates. For the quadratic vibronic Hamiltonian

with non-zero g value, the polar coordinates seem superior to the Cartesian x and y

coordinates. We expect that the polar coordinates can make the calculation converge

faster and will need a smaller basis set. The difference becomes more significant with the

bigger g values. This may be explained as before with g getting strong enough to trap the

system in one of its permanent distorted minima (as we discussed in section 2.3), the

disturbing effect of g upon the wavefunctions is mostly centered around the original m

value, and distributes more evenly among function of x or y.
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Appendix A: Mass-scaled Coordinates and Reduced Mass for Single

Particle and Two Particle Systems

For the systems composed of one single particle everything just becomes simple although

there is no such system for real. However, we will start from this simple system to be

consistent and complete, (as well as trying to be enlightening.)

For this single particle to move freely in the configuration space, its motion is described by

three freedoms, e.g. by a vector X = xêt + yê, + zêr- Here (êr,êr,ër) is a set of

orthonormal basis vectors ê,'ê, =8,,,' We note that at this moment before any

transformation from the orthonormal space, the covariant space and contravariant space

are coincident and basis vectors and coordinate components have the same transformation

properties since covariant tensor and contravariant metric tensor g = g = 1. Along one^of

the three axes, say the X- coordinate, the position will be x, and momentum -ih{
ôxl

while the kinetic enersy i, -LL. If we define another set of basis vectors (ã,,"r,er)
2m ôxi

where ê, = J-mê, and make the transformation, then the covariant and contravariant space

split and g=E-'. The new coordinates will be (*',y',r')=lç*,y,'), i'e',(*,y,'),JM

transforms in contravariant space to (x',y',2')=å(t,y,z). Thus the kinetic energy T
4m

becomes

(A l)

Now we have completed the mass-scaling of the one particle system. The whole system

can be looked upon as a point of mass m moving in the configuration space.

, = - *(*. #. *) = -+(#. # . #)
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We then turn to the two particle system composed of particles m, and m, where m refers

to the mass of the particle. Again we make transformations of e ,, = 
"{m,e,, 

where i = 1,2

refers to t\¡io particles and 7 = 1,2,3 refers to the three Cartesian coordinates X, Y and Z.

Suppose we examine the X- subspace and drop the corresponding subscript, then the

kinetic energy on X direction will be

, __h' ã _h' d __h'( ã *¿l
"=-Tr\æ- r*ræ=-rlar'î- ai )

and the covariant metric tensor becomes

*'=l*' o 
Iè 

[o mr)

while the contravariant metric tensor

[1 o]
,,=l*, I'1.+)

particle system we can easily make this by adopting a transformation T

f :l='[:il =l-Å ä]t:,'lLxJ L*''l tM ¡1a )Lx, J

which means we can look upon the motion of this two particle system as the motions of

the two points (x'r,!'r,z'r) and (x'r,!'r,e'r) whose reduced masses are mt and m,

respectively. Now we have moved to mass-scaled coordinates and the next step should be

the transformation from laboratory coordinate to center of mass coordinate. For a two

(^.2)

(4 3)

(A.4)

(A s)

where M = ffi, + izr. Since the components transform as I-r, the covariant metric tensor

will be transformed as g" = T-'g' Z-t while the contravariant metric tensor will transform

as)

E=rE'=l+ tlr;][l E)=L(*.,;) J (46,
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We can carry out the same transformation to all the three Cartesian coordinates and in

every subspace we will obtain the same result as expected. This means the components of

the two transformed vectors transform ur. ( L. fl una I respectively and the
[-' mr) M

inverse of the latter is exactly the mass of the whole system which we may routinely refer

to as the corresponding mass of the translation motion of the system while that of the

former on" *'*' will be taken as the reduced mass of the internal motion, i.e. the
mt +mz

reduced mass of the only mode of inter-particle vibration of the whole system. This result

is exactly the same obtained in the Appendix G of reference [68]. We can also choose a

normalized transformation i.e. define *=lç-r'rtx'r). In this case the contravariant

^l¿

metric tensor is

It(t 1l Ir-r -+--l o I

P" =l2\m, m, ) | tn zl
- | 1l

L0;rl
and thus the reduced mass of the vibration will instead b"42'*'*''. No matter which

mt +m2

transformation we adopt, we can tell from the diagonal metric tensor that the translational

and vibrational motions of the two particle system are entirely decoupled and no further

manipulation is needed.

Appendix B: Derivation of the Adiabatic Model Hamiltonian for X, Systems

To apply the unitary transformation of (3.6) to the linear diabatic Hamiltonian, we treat

the kinetic energy part and potential part individually. For the potential part
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u .a =,s 
+ u,s = i(:',i,', 1li l,i r)-(,r, " :')+(?' í i i "_,',1,, X)

= |ø(! 
"r 
;T,,r',T',:)(',: ; | : 1 

"',T,:)= 
:.(i :,)

(8 1)

is diagonal now. As for the kinetic energy, we will just treat the derivative of the angular
.,(, a( a\ r llpartof T=-!l ':-lr:- l+ " { " lsincethetransformationisonlyangularlyrelevant' z¡, al' a )"7 d,f )

and commutes with the radial derivative. Considering

ft"-,*,, 
- 

"-iø 
z[ ;, fr. #)

ftr*,, =e,,t,(_i.,â.#)

(8.2)

(B 3)

(8.4)

(8.5)

it follows that

| (eierz ,-" \l# o 
'l 

, lu-'," ,-ivrz \
^l-zl"'''' -'--'' )lo #)rl,'''' -"'r'' )

| ( e ez,-*' \1" 
-''(-+-'â.#) u'."(-+-' â-#))=il,'*'' 

-,-ie'2 )1,,,,,(_å. ,fi.#) _eip,z[_+., â.#))
(e r .d I

-læ-¡ -t aa 
I-l .a ã tl

l-'ø æ-1)
Thus the transformed adiabatic linear Hamiltonian will be

l-+(o' #)+!"+k' #â I
"=l. 

2 #â -](''j+i.+u-.)
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Applying the unitary transformation of (2.59) to the diabatic Hamiltonian of (2.58) to

obtain the corresponding adiabatic form of Hamiltonian is very complicated in

mathematics since the angle 12 does not have the simple relation in the linear case. It is

now function of both r and A and the form is not simple. We begin with

tan !) - F sin ç - gr sin?ç . we simplify the case by assuming { is small and expand
kcosç+grcos¿g J J " k

tanQ to the first order of €. We thus obtain
k

ø r sin3çtanf)=tane-:"
tc cos' r2

From now on we will keep expansion term only to the first order of f; anddrop the higher

terms. Then
âtan0 | g3rcos3rpcosg+zsin3çsinç (B 7)
ôç cos'g k cost g

r+tan2 f)= r+tanz rp-2tanrp.g 
rsin-3r| 

= -), ( t- g 2rsin3çsinrp\ 
çB 8)

k cos' ç cos' (P\ /r cos(P )

(B 6)

(B e)

(B.ro)

(8.1r)

(8.12)

I âtanÇL

âç 1+tanzO âg

^, 
cos, ,( ,_g 2rsin3cpsinrpl-'_l_l t_gsrcos3p _g 2rsin3çsinrp\

k cose ,/ cos'P( k k cosp )
= (, * izffiry' [t f* cossrt- l" "i:ff^ r)

- t- {zr cos3rp
k

(#)' =r-zf*cos3ç 
:

ãOF
arf = f;sr 

sintrt

Similarly
âtan{2 _ _g sin3rp

k cosz çâr
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e=oâr'
None of the derivatives of r or p commutes with the unitary transformation

â ' -'*'( -¡ aQ'- á ì" (e-,*rl=eôç'" I z a,p' aç)

#(,-,*,) - e-,a,2( 
{æS' -i#-,#â.#)= s-ie'|z o- (",7)

ãt | âtan{l
dr = l. t*t c¿ d,

= cos, ,( ,* s 2r sin3esin rpll-gg=-l
-"""'[^'¿ cose /\. kcoszç)

=[-f"" s't)' =o

*r|'n'')="'*'(;æ-â)

(8.13)

(8.i4)

(8.1s)

(8.16)

(8.18)

o -&sin3rp

(#)'

while

#(",*,) = e,*,( {æl' .;#.,#ä.#)= siez o* (, le)

| (,,n,, ,-*,, \l# o ì | (s-,*, e-,c,2 I
ã[,'n" -,-'"'' )l o 4lEl"'"'' -"'" )

\ aç')

*(:'i"' :'::')(:: ; :;:'"")
( t(aol' d ¡a'çt .aaa\

=l 
- 
^lur)* u,t -tW-' aa aa | *ro,I ¡a'ç>.aaa t(aa\'.d I

l-;æ-' â,p ae - 
^\ 

a, ) -æ 
)

sinceta(ra\ ã ra
r âr\ ar)= af *: * and

( ¿:*121"-ian - e-io,zl -,+( +.41 d t a1

\âr" r âr ) | âr \2r a, f ã7*i *)= ø- (8 21)



( ¿_*1 á 
)",n,z _ eia,2l 

aar r á I d_ *!41= B. @.zz)le¡*-, d, ) L a,\r* * )* a,' r dr )

it follows then that

| (,,n,, ,-,*, \f #.:* o I , f"-''' z 
"-ia'lz\

El"'n'' -,-"'' )l , #.:*)Jil"'*' -"ia'lz )

_ | ("t*, "-,a,, \(e-ictrzp- ,-,rr7 \- z\r'n'' -e-iaD )l¿ø'P. -¿nny )( A ra .dçr(r all
-I N+-- -' ^\u*d,)l *r1=l-,!g(r*¿l !,1ô |

| ôr \2r â, ) a7*; a, )

Substituting equations @.9-811) and @.13-815) into equations @.20) and @.23), we

have the final form of adiabatic kinetic energy

Tod -- s*Tdis

(8.2s)

(.8.24)=-f(',, 4,1
2 \Tu T,')

where

r, = r,, = #.:*.i# # + )f;"o,2,t

\r=Tr,=-¡!Erin3,p-i( 
| 3s ^ ìa-+fssinze4 (g26)

r k \7--lcosr(P )ø'' kÐ'L'-' a,

The potential part has the similar form to the linear case since all the potential terms

commute with the unitary transformation. The final form of adiabatic potential energy is

Uoa = S*Ud,S

(Ir' * k, + sr' cos3rp
_l L-l o L,'

\2

o I @27)

- kr - Sr2 coúç 
)
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Appendix C: Gomputational Details

Using the network of unix workstations available on campus, a double precision

FORTRAN computer program was written to carry out all calculations for this thesis. The

program starts with an input section in which the basis set size, k and g values, the

asymmetric stretch frequency and the type of calculation are defined. The main types of

calculations which can be performed are

1. Born-Huang adiabatic approach. See Section 2.4 page 4I, equations (2.87),

(2.92), (2.94), (2.98), (2.99), (2.1 13) and (2.1 19). For matrix elements see pages

48-50 in thesis.

2. Exact diabatic linear Jahn-Teller. See Section3.2 page 55 and equation (3.3) in

thesis.

3. Born-Oppenheimer adiabatic approach. This is carried out exactly the same way as

the Born-Huang adiabatic approach (#l above) but an adiabatic term of -å tt
8r"

included in the potential.

4. Exact diabatic quadratic Jahn-Teller. See page 64 Section 3.2in thesis. Using a

two dimensional harmonic oscillator basis set in x and y respectively, analytical

matrixelementsareeasilyobtainedforequation(3.12).

5. Corrected Born-Huang approximation. See page 51, equations (2.154-2.160)

Section 2.5 of thesis. See also the Born-Huang adiabatic approach (#1) and the

exact diabatic linear lohn-Teller (#2) cases above.

In addition, we can fit Born-Huang and Born-Oppenheimer results directly with the

experimental spectra which must also be provided as input when the program is run in this

mode. Depending on the type of calculation the program next generates the basis set of

functions needed and calls subroutines to generate Hamiltonian matrix elements. Any

numerical integrations required arc handled by coded routines from the IMSL
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MATI{/LIBRARY licensed to the University of Manitoba. To obtain the eigenvalues and

eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian matrix, diagonalization routines were extracted from an

in-house version of the GAMESS ab initio program [71]. The fitting of g and k to

reproduce in a least squares sense the experimental spectra was carried out using the

downhill simplex algorithm in multidimensions and the code for this procedure was

obtained from a companion diskette from the Numerical Recipes book [67].
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